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Abstract
Computer vision aims at producing numerical or symbolic information, e.g., decisions,
by acquiring, processing, analyzing and understanding images or other high-dimensional
data. In many contexts of computer vision, the data are represented by or converted to
covariance-based representations, including covariance descriptor and sparse inverse
covariance estimation (SICE), due to their desirable properties. While enjoying beneficial properties, covariance representations also bring challenges. Both covariance
descriptor and SICE matrix belong to the set of symmetric positive-definite (SPD) matrices which form a Riemannian manifold in a Euclidean space. As a consequence of
this special geometrical structure, many learning algorithms which are developed in Euclidean spaces cannot be directly applied to covariance representations because they do
not take such geometrical structure into consideration. However, the increasingly wider
applications of covariance representations in computer vision tasks urge the need for
advanced methods to process or analyze covariance representations.
This thesis aims to develop advanced learning methods for covariance representations in computer vision. This goal is achieved from four perspectives. 1) This thesis
first proposes a novel kernel function, discriminative Stein kernel (DSK), for covariance descriptor. DSK is learned in a supervised manner through eigenvalue adjustment.
2) Then this thesis pushes forward the application of covariance representations. This
thesis finds that the high dimensionality of SICE matrices can adversely affect the classification performance. To address this issue, this thesis uses SPD-kernel PCA to extract
3

principal components to obtain a compact and informative representation for classification. 3) In order to fully utilize the complementary information in SICE matrices at
multiple sparsity levels, this thesis develops a subject-adaptive integration of SICE matrices for joint representation and classification. 4) Furthermore, considering the issues
encountered by covariance descriptor in dealing with the case of high feature dimensionality and small sample size, this thesis generalizes covariance descriptor with a kernel
matrix over feature dimensions. By doing this, the fixed form of covariance descriptor
is extended to an open framework of kernel matrix based representations.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Research Background

In various computer vision tasks, feature representation is a critical step to transform
raw features input to a representation that can be effectively exploited with machine
learning algorithms. The raw features can be numerous local features extracted from
pixels or patches of an image, e.g. intensity, gradient, location etc., or an series of frame
features in an action sequence. Usually, these raw features can hardly be directly used
as input of machine learning algorithms due to their large size and substantial noise,
instead, a higher level of representation is required. However, how to represent this
set of raw features is a challenging issue. The representation should be informative to
represent the characteristics of this feature set. Also, the final representation should be
consistent to allow comparison between differently sized feature sets.
Over the past decade, covariance-based representations have attracted much attention and been applied to various computer vision and image analysis tasks. One good
example of covariance-based representations is covariance descriptor [93], which is
widely used in many visual tasks, e.g., image classification, visual tracking and object detection. Essentially, a covariance descriptor assumes that features in one set, e.g.,
14

all the features extracted from the patches of an image, follow a Gaussian distribution
and the covariance of each distribution contains enough information to differentiate it
from others. It’s not surprising for covariance descriptor to be widely used because there
are several advantages to use it as a feature representation. Firstly, a covariance matrix
carries the statistical characteristics of feature variables and is usually sufficient to different feature sets. The diagonal entries of the covariance matrix represent the variance
of each feature variable while the off-diagonal entries represent the correlations between
different feature variables. The effect of noise in each feature can be largely filtered out
by an average operation during covariance computation. Secondly, the size of the covariance matrix is independent of the number of feature vectors extracted. Therefore, it
allows direct comparison between differently-sized feature sets. Thirdly, the covariance
matrix does not contain any information about the order or the number of feature vectors, which implies a certain invariance to image rotation or scaling if such information
is not presented in the raw features [93].
Sparse inverse covariance matrix, as another form of covariance representation, has
been proposed to model sparse undirected graphs. The estimated graphical models provide a systematic way of identifying conditional dependencies in high-dimensional data,
such as gene data, functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (fMRI), spectroscopy, social
and economic data. These dependencies can be interpreted as meaningful interactions among the data variables depending on specific applications. For instance, one important
application of sparse inverse covariance matrix in computer vision is modeling functional brain networks based on fMRI [118] data. In this case, the dependencies reflect
the co-varying patterns of fMRI time series across brain regions and can be interpreted as functional connectivity between brain regions. The resulting networks or graphs,
represented as sparse inverse covariance matrices, can be used for further analysis. For
example, functional brain networks can be used to help the diagnosis of brain diseases,
such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) [111].

15

However, how to process and analyze these covariance representations in an effective and efficient manner remains a challenging issue. This is because the covariance
representations belong to a set of symmetric positive-definite (SPD) matrices which
constitute a Riemannian manifold, specifically, a convex half-cone in the vector space
of matrices, rather than a Euclidean space. Commonly used algorithms in image analysis and computer vision, e.g. interpolation, clustering, support vector machines (SVM),
partial least squares (PLS) and linear discriminant analysis (LDA), are primarily developed for data points lying in Euclidean spaces. Direct application of these algorithms to
SPD matrices usually yields unsatisfactory performance and undesirable effects, such
as the swelling effect of diffusion tensors (SPD matrices) [2] in interpolation, due to the
ignorance of the special manifold structure.

1.2

Research Questions

This thesis will focus on four key questions related to covariance representations:
• Kernel learning. The use of kernels has received considerable attention and become increasingly common in the last two decades. The main reason of kernels being popular is that they allow to map low-dimensional data into a highdimensional (or probably infinite-dimensional) feature space in order to increase
the efficacy of linear machines [24, 99]. However, how to design a proper kernel
for covariance representations to achieve good performance remains challenging.
We will explore discriminative kernel learning, making the kernels better align
with the data and achieve better performance.
• Extracting features from covariance representations. With obtained covariance
representations, how to classify them is a critical step to attain satisfying classification performance. To this end, feature extraction from these covariance representations is worth exploration. Ideal features used for classification should
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essentially take advantage of the data distribution and utilize prior knowledge in
specific applications. For example, we may need to distinguish Alzheimer’s disease (AD) from normal controls by constructing and classifying functional brain
networks which are represented by covariance representations. In this application, both AD patients and normal controls are human, therefore, they should
have similar functional brain networks, which can be considered as prior knowledge in designing feature extraction methods. This thesis will investigate the
characteristics of covariance representations in this specific application and extract a compact and informative feature from covariance representations to boost
classification performance.
• Integrating sparse inverse covariance at multiple sparsity levels. As previously
mentioned, sparse inverse covariance is a powerful modeling tool for graphs. Sparse inverse covariance estimation (SICE) is often carried out by minimizing a
sparsity penalized log-likelihood. The log-likelihood promotes goodness-of-fit of
the estimator while the penalty promotes sparsity. In this case, the estimation
method naturally generates different SICEs with varying sparsity. This arises an
issue: which sparsity level(s) of SICE should we select for further analysis? This
thesis argues that selecting an single sparsity level may ignore complementary
information contained in other levels and identifying the best single level could
be time-consuming. Instead, multiple SICEs at different sparsity levels should be
jointly considered to improve classification performance.
• Beyond covariance representation. Although covariance-based representations enjoy desirable properties in theory and outstanding performance in practice,
they encounter several issues in new applications. Specifically, covariance representation has shortcomings such as being prone to singularity, limited capability
in modeling complicated feature relationship, and having a fixed form of repre-
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sentation. It is of great significance to develop an advanced SPD representation
that can avoid these issues of covariance representations while inheriting their
merits. Motivated by this, this thesis will explore a novel representation beyond
covariance to achieve this goal.

1.3

Contributions

The main contributions of this thesis are summarized as follows.
• This thesis proposes a novel kernel function for covariance descriptor through supervised learning. It first analyzes one of the state-of-the-art similarity measures,
Stein kernel, for covariance descriptors and identifies two issues with it. Based on
the analysis and identification, this thesis proposes a discriminative Stein kernel
(DSK) to address the issues, leading to a better similarity measure for covariance
descriptors. This work brings forth two advantages: i) DSK mitigates the negative impact of the biasness of covariance estimation to class discrimination; ii) By
adaptively learning the adjustment parameters from training data, it makes Stein
kernel better align with specific classification tasks. Both advantages help to boost
the classification performance of Stein kernel in practical applications. This thesis also provides more insights on when and how DSK works, and discusses the
aspects that could contribute to discovering better SPD kernels.
• This thesis also provides a novel method to extract compact and representative
features from SICE matrices. Specifically, manifold-based similarity measures
and kernel-based PCA are employed to extract principal connectivity components
as a compact representation of brain networks. This representation takes advantage of the distribution of SICE matrices and incorporates prior knowledge in
functional brain network modeling, boosting the classification accuracy considerably. Moreover, to cater for the requirement of both discrimination and interpreta18

tion in neuroimage analysis, we develop a novel pre-image estimation algorithm
to make the obtained connectivity components anatomically interpretable.
• This thesis develops a subject-adaptive integration of SICE matrices at multiple
sparsity levels. Firstly, this method utilizes different levels of details complementary for classification. Also, it is noticed that some sparsity levels that are
useful for one subject could become less useful for another due to the variation
of subject-specific characteristics, e.g., disease phase, age and gender. Considering this, we allow the integration to be subject-adaptive, and achieve this through
a sparse representation framework. By the integration, our proposed framework
learns a unique, enhanced, and new network representation for each subject in a
kernel induced feature space which respects the specific geometrical property of
SICE matrix. Although the integration takes place in a feature space, this thesis
provides a feasible method to project the integration result back into the original
network space for visualization and further analysis. This could help to understand the underlying pathophysiology of brain diseases.
• This thesis generalizes the covariance descriptor to a wider framework of kernel
matrix representation. In order to further improve the classification accuracy of
covariance descriptor, it is essential to develop an advanced SPD representation
which admits more representative power than covariance descriptor. Following
this direction, this thesis identifies several shortcomings of covariance descriptor.
To address these shortcomings, it proposes an open framework to use the kernel
matrix over feature dimensions as a generic representation. The improved expressive power of this representation has been demonstrated in a variety of computer
vision tasks. In addition, the resulting representation maintains the SPD property and the size of the original covariance representation, and thus all the methods
developed for covariance descriptor can also be applied to this representation. Be-
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sides, the computational load of the proposed representation is kept as low as that
of covariance descriptor. More importantly, since this work significantly extends
the covariance descriptor to a wide range of general kernel matrices, this novel representation holds great promise in various applications considering the fact
that there are abundant off-the-shelf kernel functions in computer vision research.

1.4

Outline of This Thesis

The outline of this thesis is as follows.
• Chapter 2 gives an introduction of covariance-based representations and reviews
the related literature.
• Chapter 3 analyzes two potential issues of the recently proposed Stein kernel and
proposes a novel kernel called discriminative Stein kernel. It automatically manipulates the input covariance descriptors to help Stein kernel to achieve greater
discrimination. This problem is formulated as a kernel parameter learning process and solved in three frameworks. The proposed kernel is evaluated on both
synthetic and real data sets for a variety of applications in pattern analysis and
computer vision.
• Chapter 4 finds that the high dimensionality of SICE matrices can adversely affect
the classification performance. Taking advantage of the SPD property of SICE
matrices, this chapter uses SPD-kernel PCA to extract principal components to
obtain a compact representation for classification. This chapter also proposes a
pre-image estimation algorithm, which allows visualization and analysis of the
extracted principal connectivity patterns in the input space. The efficacy of the
proposed method is verified by extensive experimental study on synthetic data
and real rs-fMRI data.
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• Chapter 5 explores the complementary information in a set of SICE matrices at
different sparsity levels. To this end, this chapter proposes a learning framework
that integrates networks while respecting the underlying manifold structure of
the SPD network representations. The proposed framework conducts a subjectadaptive integration via a kernel sparse learning scheme, and the obtained integrated network representation can be projected back into the original space for
exploration. The effectiveness of the proposed method is verified on benchmark
data sets.
• Chapter 6 addresses the new issues encountered by covariance representation and
proposes to use kernel matrix as a generic feature representation. This new representation models more sophisticated feature relationship, is more robust against
sample scarcity, and maintains computational efficiency. The significant improvement achieved by this representation is verified on a variety of tasks, including
skeleton-based human action recognition, object recognition, and image set classification.
• Chapter 7 concludes this thesis and discusses future work.
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Chapter 2
Literature Review
The studies in this thesis focus on two forms of covariance representations, i.e., covariance descriptor and sparse inverse covariance estimation (SICE). This chapter gives an
introduction of these two representations and reviews the related literature.

2.1

Covariance Descriptor in Computer Vision

As illustrated in Figure 2.1, given a set of feature vectors {xi ; xi ∈ Rd }ni=1 , this feature set can be represented by a d × d covariance matrix C, where C is defined as
Pn
Pn
1
1
>
i=1 (xi − µ)(xi − µ) and µ is defined as n
i=1 xi . The matrix C contains stan−1
tistical characteristics of this feature set. Ci,j is the covariance between the ith and j th
feature variables while the diagonal entry Ci,i is just the variance of ith feature variable.
The past several years have seen an expansion of covariance descriptor in vision
applications. Covariance descriptor is firstly proposed in [93] to represent an image
region in applications of object detection and texture classification. In that work, pixel locations, color values and derivatives of the intensities are used as feature vectors.
Then it is used in [67, 83, 31, 95, 65, 94, 11] for face recognition and person identification or tracking. In these applications, more advanced Gabor features [67] are used
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to replace these basic features used in [93]. In comparison, Gabor features could carry
more important information and exhibit strong characteristics of spatial locality, scale,
and orientation selectivity. Covariance descriptor also becomes popular in action recognition [26, 41, 119, 27, 38], where motion-related feature vectors, e.g. optical flow,
locations of 3D joints, are used. Besides, its representative effectiveness has been verified on image set classification as well [108]. Here an image set is a collection of images
belonging to the same class but with variation, for example, images of the same object
under different views. It is the image set, rather than an individual image, that will be
classified. In this case, each image is vectorized into a feature vector and the covariance
matrix of these feature vectors is computed to represent this set of images. In addition,
covariance descriptor is applied to 3D shape matching/retrieval [35]. In this application,
a set of overlapping shape patches are the feature vectors to be represented.

Figure 2.1: The illustration of a covariance descriptor.

2.2

Sparse Inverse Covariance Estimation (SICE)

Another form of covariance representation, sparse inverse covariance estimation (SICE),
has been recently employed to model sparse graphs or networks. This thesis focuses on
its application in modeling functional brain connectivity networks. A functional brain
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connectivity network can be modeled based on the co-varying patterns of resting-state
functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (rs-fMRI) time series across brain regions. Two issues are generally involved: identifying network nodes and inferring the functional connectivity between nodes. The network nodes are often defined as anatomically
separated brain regions of interest (ROIs) or alternatively as latent components in some
data-driven methods, e.g. independent component analysis [8, 43], and clustering-based
methods [12, 98]. Given a set of network nodes, the functional connectivity between
two nodes is conventionally measured by the correlation coefficient of time series associated with the two nodes (e.g., the averaged time series from all voxels within a
node) [86, 51, 112], and the brain network is then represented by a correlation matrix.
However, partial correlation has been argued as a better measure since it measures the
correlation of two nodes by regressing out the effects from all other nodes [84]. It often results in a more accurate estimate of network structure in comparison with those
correlation-based methods, e.g., covariance matrix. SICE is a principled method for
partial correlation estimation, which could produce a stable estimation with the help of
the sparsity regularization [22].
Let {x1 , x2 , · · · , xM } be a time series of length M , where xi is a d-dimensional
vector, corresponding to an observation of d brain nodes. Following the literature of
SICE [22, 37], xi is assumed to follow a Gaussian distribution N (µ, Σ). Each offdiagonal entry of Σ−1 indicates the partial correlation between two nodes by eliminating
the effect of all other nodes. Σ−1
ij will be zero if nodes i and j are independent of each
other when conditioned on the other nodes. In this sense, Σ−1
ij can be interpreted as
the existence and strength of the connectivity between nodes i and j. The estimation
of S = Σ−1 can be obtained by maximizing the penalized log-likelihood over positive
definite matrix S (S  0) [22, 37]:
S∗ = arg max
S0


log det(S) − tr(CS) − λ||S||1
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(2.1)

where C is the sample-based covariance matrix; det(·), tr(·) and || · ||1 denote the determinant, trace and the sum of the absolute values of the entries of a matrix. ||S||1
imposes sparsity on S to achieve more reliable estimation by considering the fact that
a brain region often has limited direct connections with other brain regions in neurological activities. The tradeoff between the degree of sparsity and the log-likelihood
estimation of S is controlled by the regularization parameter λ. Larger λ makes S∗
sparser. The maximization problem in Eq. (2.1) can be efficiently solved by the offthe-shelf packages, such as SLEP [54]. SICE has been widely used in [37, 62, 123] to
model functional brain connectivity networks. For brevity, we call the resulting matrix
S∗ “SICE matrix” throughout this thesis.

2.3

Properties of Covariance Representations

A (nonsingular) covariance matrix and SICE matrices belong to the set of symmetric
positive-definite (SPD) matrices. The set of SPD matrices with the size of d × d can be
>
d
>
defined as Sym+
d = {A|A = A , ∀x ∈ R , x 6= 0, x Ax > 0}. Given any two SPD

matrices A1 and A2 and two positive scalars α and β, then αA1 + βA2 is also SPD.
Therefore, SPD matrices, as illustrated in Fig. 2.2(a), form a convex cone, which is a
Riemannian manifold 1 in the Euclidean space [94, 88]. The manifold structure makes
it difficult to process and analyze SPD matrices. For example, one critical issue is how
to effectively and efficiently measure the similarity between two SPD matrices. As seen
in Fig. 2.2(b), methods that respect the geodesic distance rather than Euclidean distance
should be used [3]. How to devise such distance measures is still an open issue.
1

A Riemannian manifold is a real smooth manifold that is differentiable and equipped with a smoothly
varying inner product for each tangent space.
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Geodesic Distance

B

A
Euclidean Distance

Manifold
（a）

（b）

Figure 2.2: The illustration of the Riemannian manifold of SPD matrices. (a) Sym+
d
forms a closed, self-dual convex cone, which is a Riemannian manifold in the Euclidean
space Rd×d [88]. (b) To measure the distance between two SICE matrices A and B,
Euclidean distance is not accurate since it does not consider the special geometry of the
manifold structure. Instead, geodesic distance, which is defined as the shortest curve
connecting A and B on the manifold, is more accurate.

2.4

Methods for Covariance Representations

In relation to feature representation, covariance descriptor was initially proposed as a
region descriptor [93]. Given an image region, a feature vector, x, is extracted from
each pixel to describe its location, colour, gradient, filter response, etc. With these
feature vectors, covariance matrix is computed to characterize this region. As introduced
above, covariance descriptor has been quickly applied to various vision tasks since it
was introduced. At the same time, the increasingly wider applications of covariance
descriptor promote studies on how to process and improve covariance representations.
Existing literature in this aspect can generally be categorized into three approaches.
The first approach improves the quality of covariance representation. Considering
that Gabor features could extract more important information, they are used to replace
the first- and second-order gradients at each pixel to compute covariance matrix in face
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recognition [67]. In object tracking [115], pixels are weighted in computing covariance
matrix, and the farther a pixel is from the center of a region, the lower is its weight. Similarly, in action recognition [27], to avoid including background pixels, only the pixels
whose temporal gradients are above a threshold (identified as “the pixel related to the
movement”) are used to compute covariance matrix. The work in [66, 32] considers to
model high-order statistics of features. They map feature vectors x1 , · · · , xn to a feature
space by a kernel function. This results in a potentially infinite-dimensional covariance
matrix (defined in the kernel-induced feature space) as feature representation. Because
these covariance matrices cannot be explicitly computed, a special measure has to be
derived to evaluate their similarity. The computational complexity of this measure for
a pair of covariance matrices is O(n3 ) due to the need of eigen-decomposition [32],
where n is the number of feature vectors. This becomes computationally expensive
when n is large. In order to handle high-dimensional covariance descriptor, the work
in [30] reduces the dimensions by modeling the mapping from the high-dimensional
SPD manifold to the low-dimensional one with an orthonormal projection.
The second approach proposes similarity measures for covariance representations,
or general SPD matrices. How to measure the similarity between SPD matrices is a
fundamental issue in the analysis of SPD matrices. For example, when a sufficiently
good similarity measure is available, a simple k-nearest neighbor classifier will be able
to achieve excellent classification performance. Considering that SPD matrices reside
on a Riemannian manifold [40], commonly used Euclidean-based measures may not be
effective since they do not take the manifold structure into account. To circumvent this
problem, affine-invariant Riemannian metric (AIRM) has been proposed in [21, 68] for
comparing covariance matrices, and used in [20, 50, 68] for statistical analysis of diffusion tensor imaging (DTI) data. Although improving similarity measurement, AIRM
involves matrix inverse and square rooting [3], which could result in high computational
cost when the dimensions of SPD matrices are high. In the past decade, measuring the
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similarity between SPD matrices effectively and efficiently on the Riemannian manifold has attracted much attention. One attempt is to map the manifold to a Euclidean
space [95, 101, 19], i.e. the tangent space at the mean point. However, these approaches
suffer from two limitations: i) Mapping the points from manifold to the tangent space or
vice-versa is also computationally expensive; ii) More importantly, the tangent space is
merely a local approximation of the manifold at the mean point, leading to a suboptimal
solution.
To address these drawbacks, kernel based methods have been generalized to handle SPD data residing on a manifold. A point X on a manifold M is mapped to a
feature vector φ(X) in some feature space F. The mapping is usually implicitly induced by a kernel function k : (M, M) → R, which defines the inner product in F,
i.e. k(Xi , Xj ) = hφ(Xi ), φ(Xj )i. This can bring at least three advantages: i) The
computational cost can be reduced by selecting an efficient kernel; ii) The manifold
structure can be well incorporated in the embedding; iii) Many Euclidean algorithms,
e.g. support vector machines (SVM) [99], can be readily used. Several kernel functions for SPD matrices have been defined via SPD-matrix-based distance functions [40],
including Log-Euclidean distance [3, 103], Cholesky distance [16], Power Euclidean
distance [16], Stein kernel [88], and Log-Hilbert-Schmidt metric [28] which is a generalization of the Log-Euclidean metric on the Riemannian manifold of positive definite
matrices to the infinite-dimensional setting. Riemannian metrics mentioned above and
the corresponding kernels are summarized in Table 2.1.
The third approach focuses on classification methods for covariance descriptors.
Given any similarity measure mentioned above, a simple k-nearest neighbor (KNN) can
be used to perform classification. Moreover, if a valid kernel function is available, SVM
can be applied. Also, with the aid of Stein kernel [88], the work in [31] proposes to perform classification based on sparse coding and dictionary learning in reproducing kernel
Hilbert spaces. In addition, kernel variants of Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [4]
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Yes
Yes
Yes

kX1 − X2 kF
k log(X1 ) − log(X2 )kF
1
kXζ1
ζ


log det

Euclidean [16]

Log-Euclidean [3]

Power-Euclidean [16]

S-Divergence root [88]

X1 +X2
2

− Xζ2 kF


1
− 12 log (det(X1 X2 )) 2

Yes (θ ∈ Θ)

Yes

k chol(X1 ) − chol(X2 )kF

Cholesky [16]

SK

PEK

LEK

EUK

CHK

N.A.

No

−1

k log(X1 2 · X2 · X1 2 )kF

AIRM [68]

−1

Does k = exp(−θ · d2 ) Kernel abbr.
define a valid kernel?
in the thesis

Metric name

Formula (denoted as d)

Table 2.1: Definitions and properties of the metrics on Sym+
d.

O(d2.373 )

O(d3 )

O(d3 )

O(d2 )

O(d3 )

O(d3 )

Time complexity

and Partial Least Squares (PLS) [78] are also explored in [109] to train a classifier for
covariance descriptors in Log-mapped spaces.
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Chapter 3
Learning Discriminative Stein Kernel
for Covariance Descriptors
Stein kernel has recently shown promising performance on classifying images represented by covariance descriptors. It evaluates the similarity between two covariance
descriptors through their eigenvalues. In this chapter, we argue that directly using the
original eigenvalues may be problematic because: i) Eigenvalue estimation becomes biased when the number of samples is inadequate, which may lead to unreliable kernel
evaluation; ii) More importantly, eigenvalues only reflect the property of an individual covariance descriptor. They are not necessarily optimal for computing Stein kernel
when the goal is to discriminate different classes of covariance descriptors. To address
the two issues, we propose a discriminative Stein kernel, in which an extra parameter
vector is defined to adjust the eigenvalues of input covariance descriptors. The optimal parameter values are sought by optimizing a proxy of classification performance.
To show the generality of the proposed method, three kernel learning criteria that are
commonly used in the literature are employed respectively as a proxy. A comprehensive
experimental study is conducted on a variety of image classification tasks to compare the
proposed discriminative Stein kernel with the original Stein kernel and other methods
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for evaluating the similarity between covariance descriptors. The results demonstrate
that the discriminative Stein kernel can attain greater discrimination and better align
with classification tasks by altering the eigenvalues. This makes it produce higher classification performance than the original Stein kernel and other commonly used methods.
Note that although the discriminative Stein kernel proposed in this chapter is mainly designed for covariance descriptors, it can be readily applied to any symmetric positive
definite (SPD) matrices. Therefore, “SPD matrices” is used in the following to indicate
the generality of the proposed method.

3.1

Motivation

Stein kernel [88] has demonstrated notable improvement on discriminative power in
a variety of applications [31, 79, 1, 29]. Stein kernel evaluates the similarity of SPD
matrices through their eigenvalues. Although this is theoretically rigorous and elegant,
directly using the original eigenvalues may encounter the following two issues in practice.
• Issue-I. Some SPD matrices, e.g. covariance descriptors [93], have to be estimated
from a set of samples. Nevertheless, covariance matrix estimation is sensitive
to the number of samples, and eigenvalue estimation becomes biased when the
number of samples is inadequate [36]. Such biasness will affect Stein kernel
evaluation.
• Issue-II. Even if true eigenvalues could be obtained, when the goal is to discriminate different sets of SPD matrices, computing Stein kernel with these eigenvalues
is not necessarily optimal. This is because eigenvalues only reflect the intrinsic
property of an individual matrix and the eigenvalues of all the involved matrices
have not been collectively manipulated toward greater discrimination.
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In this chapter, we propose a discriminative Stein kernel (DSK in short) to address
the two issues. Specifically, assuming that the eigenvalues of each SPD matrix have
been sorted in a given order, a parameter is assigned to each eigenvalue to adjust its
magnitude. Treating these parameters as extra parameters of Stein kernel, we automatically learn their optimal values by using the training samples of a classification task.
Our work brings forth two advantages: i) Although not restoring the unbiased eigenvalue estimates1 , DSK mitigates the negative impact of the biasness to class discrimination;
ii) By adaptively learning the adjustment parameters from training data, it makes Stein
kernel better align with specific classification tasks. Both advantages help to boost the
classification performance of Stein kernel in practical applications. Three kernel learning criteria, including kernel alignment [81], class separability [106], and the radius
margin bound [10], are employed to optimize the adjustment parameters, respectively.
The proposed DSK is experimentally compared with the original Stein kernel on a variety of classification tasks. As demonstrated, it not only leads to consistent improvement
when the samples for SPD matrix estimation are relatively limited, but also outperforms
the original Stein kernel when there are enough samples.

3.2
3.2.1

Proposed Method
Stein kernel

Let X and Y be two SPD matrices. Stein kernel is expressed as
k(X, Y) = exp (−θ·S (X, Y))
1

(3.1)

Note that the proposed method is not designed for (and is not even interested in) restoring the unbiased estimates of eigenvalues. Instead, it aims to achieve better classification when the above two issues
are present.
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where θ is a tunable positive scalar. S(X, Y) is called S-Divergence and it is defined as



1
X+Y
− log (det(XY)) ,
S(X, Y) = log det
2
2

(3.2)

where det(·) denotes the determinant of a square matrix. The S-Divergence has several
desirable properties. For example, i) It is invariant to affine transformations, which is
important for computer vision algorithms [29]; ii) The square-root of S-Divergence is
proven to be a metric on Sym+
d [88]; iii) Stein kernel is guaranteed to be a Mercer kernel when θ varies within the range of Θ = { 21 , 22 , 23 , · · · , (d−1)
} ∪ ( (d−1)
, +∞). Readers
2
2
are referred to [88] for more details. In general, S-Divergence enjoys higher computational efficiency than AIRM while well maintaining its measurement performance.
When compared to other SPD metrics, such as Cholesky distance [16], Euclidean distance [16], Log-Euclidean distance [3, 103], and Power Euclidean distance [16], SDivergence usually helps to achieve better classification performance [31].

3.2.2

Issues with Stein kernel

Let λi (X) denote the ith eigenvalue of a SPD matrix X, where λi (X) is always positive
due to the SPD property. Throughout this chapter, we assume that the d eigenvalues have
Q
been sorted in descending order. Noting that the determinant of X equals di=1 λi (X),
the S-Divergence in Eq. (3.2) can be rewritten as

S(X, Y) =

d
X
i=1


log λi

X+Y
2



d

1X
−
(log λi (X) + log λi (Y)) .
2 i=1

(3.3)

We can easily see the important role of eigenvalues in computing S(X, Y). Inappropriate eigenvalues will affect the precision of S-Divergence and in turn the Stein kernel.
On Issue-I. It has been well realized in the literature that the eigenvalues of samplebased covariance matrix are biased estimates of true eigenvalues [82], especially when
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the number of samples is small. Usually, the smaller eigenvalues tend to be underestimated while the larger eigenvalues tend to be overestimated. To better show this case,
we conduct a toy experiment. A set of n data is sampled from a 40-dimensional normal
distribution N (0, Σ), where the covariance matrix Σ is defined as diag(1, 2, · · · , 40)
and the true eigenvalues of Σ are just the diagonal entries. The n data are used to estimate Σ and calculate the eigenvalues. When n is 100, the largest eigenvalue is obtained
as 67 while the smallest one is 0.4, which are poor estimates. When n increases to
1000, the largest eigenvalue is still overestimated as 46. From our observation, tens
of thousands of samples are required to achieve sufficiently good eigenvalue estimates.
Note that the dimensions of 40 are common in practice. A covariance descriptor of
43-dimensional features is used in [31] for face recognition, and it is also used in our
experimental study.
On Issue-II. As previously mentioned, even if true eigenvalues could be obtained, a
more important issue exists when the goal is to classify different sets of SPD matrices.
In specific, a SPD matrix can be expressed as
>
>
X = λ1 u1 u>
1 + λ2 u2 u2 + · · · + λd ud ud ,

where λi and ui denote the ith eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenvector. The magnitude of λi only reflects the property of this specific SPD matrix, for example, the data
variance along the direction of ui . It does not characterize this matrix from the perspective of discriminating different sets of SPD matrices. We know that, by fixing the d
eigenvectors, varying the eigenvalues changes the matrix X. Geometrically, a SPD matrix corresponds to a hyper-ellipsoid in a d-dimensional Euclidean space. This change
is analogous to varying the lengths of the axes of the hyper-ellipsoid while maintaining their directions. A question then arises: to make the Stein kernel better prepared
for class discrimination, can we adjust the eigenvalues to make the SPD matrices in the
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same class similar to each other, as much as possible, while maintaining the SPD matrices across classes to be sufficiently different? The “similar” and “different” are defined
in the sense of Stein kernel. This idea can also be understood in the other way. An ideal
similarity measure shall be more sensitive to inter-class difference and less affected by
intra-class variation. Without exception, this shall apply to Stein kernel too.

3.2.3

Proposed discriminative Stein kernel (DSK)

Let α = [α1 , α2 , · · · , αd ]> be a vector of adjustment parameters. Let X = UΛU>
denote the eigen-decomposition of a SPD matrix, where the columns of U correspond
to the eigenvectors and Λ = diag(λ1 , · · · , λd ). We use α in two ways for eigenvalue
adjustment and define the adjusted X, respectively, as:




X̃p = U 








and X̃c = U 






λα1 1
λα2 2
..

.
λαd d



 >
U




(3.4)



α 1 λ1
α 2 λ2
..

.
αd λd



 >
U .




(3.5)

In the first way, α is used as the power of eigenvalues. It can naturally maintain the SPD
property because λαi i is always positive. In the second way, α is used as the coefficient
of eigenvalues. It is mathematically simpler but needs to impose the constraint αi >
0 (i = 1, · · · , d) to maintain the SPD property. The two adjusted matrices are denoted
by X̃p and X̃c , where p and c are short for “power” and “coefficient”. Both ways will
be investigated in this chapter.
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Given two SPD matrices X and Y, we define the α-adjusted S-Divergence as
Sα (X, Y) , S(X̃, Ỹ).

(3.6)

For the two ways of using α, the term S(X̃, Ỹ) can be expressed as

S(X̃p , Ỹp ) =

d
X

log λi

i=1

and S(X̃c , Ỹc ) =

d
X
i=1

log λi

X̃p + Ỹp
2

!

X̃c + Ỹc
2

d

−

!

1X
αi (log λi (X) + log λi (Y))
2 i=1

d

1X
−
(2 log αi + log λi (X) + log λi (Y)) .
2 i=1

Based on the above definition, the discriminative Stein kernel (DSK) is proposed as
kα (X, Y) = exp (−θ · Sα (X, Y)) .

(3.7)

Note that the DSK will remain a Mercer kernel as long as θ varies in the range of
Θ defined in Section 3.2.1, because kα (X, Y) can always be viewed as k(X̃, Ỹ), the
original Stein kernel applied to two adjusted SPD matrices X̃ and Ỹ.
Treating α as the kernel parameter of kα (X, Y), we resort to kernel learning techniques to find its optimal value. Kernel learning methods have received much attention
in the past decade. Many learning criteria such as kernel alignment [81], kernel class
separability [106], and radius margin bound [10] have been proposed. In this work, to
investigate the generality of the proposed DSK, we employ all the three criteria, respectively, to solve the kernel parameters α.
Let Ω = {(Xi , ti )}ni=1 be a set of n training SPD matrices, each of which represents
a sample, e.g., an image to be classified. ti denotes the class label of the ith sample,
where ti ∈ {1, · · · , M } with M denoting the number of classes. K denotes the kernel
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matrix computed with DSK on Ω, with Kij = kα (Xi , Xj ). In the following part, three
frameworks are developed to learn the optimal value of α.
Kernel alignment based framework
Kernel alignment measures the similarity of two kernel functions and can be used to
quantify the degree of agreement between a kernel and a given classification task [81].
Kernel alignment possesses several desirable properties, including conceptual simplicity, computational efficiency, concentration of empirical estimate, and theoretical guarantee for generalization performance [81, 110]. Furthermore, kernel alignment is a
general-purpose criterion that does not depend on a specific classifier and often leads
to simple optimization. Also, it can uniformly handle binary and multi-class classification. Due to these merits, the kernel alignment criterion has been widely used in
kernel-related learning tasks [110], including kernel parameter tuning [121], multiple
kernel learning [25], spectral kernel learning [57] and feature selection [73].
With the kernel alignment, the optimal α can be obtained through the following
optimization problem:
α∗ = arg max J(K, T) − λkα − α0 k22 ,
α∈A

(3.8)

where T is an n×n matrix with Tij = 1 if Xi and Xj are from the same class and Tij =
−1 otherwise. Note that this definition of T naturally handles multi-class classification.
J(K, T) is defined as the kernel alignment criterion:
J(K, T) = p

hT, KiF
hT, TiF hK, KiF

(3.9)

where h·, ·iF denotes the Frobenius inner product between two matrices. J(K, T) measures the degree of agreement between K and T, where T is regarded as the ideal
kernel of a learning task. The α0 is a priori estimate of α, and kα − α0 k22 is the reg38

ularizer which constrains α to be around α0 to avoid overfitting. We can simply set
α0 = [1, · · · , 1]> , which corresponds to the original Stein kernel. λ is the regularization parameter to be selected via cross-validation. A denotes the domain of α: when α
is used as a power, A denotes a Euclidean space Rd ; when α is used as a coefficient, A
is constrained to Rd+ .
J(K, T) is differentiable with respect to K and α:
∂K
∂K
iF
iF
hT, KiF hK, ∂α
hT, ∂α
∂J(K, T)
z
z
−p
=p
3/2
∂αz
hT, TiF hK, KiF
hT, TiF hK, KiF

(3.10)

(X,Y)
∂K
is ∂kα∂α
. Based on
where αz denotes the z th parameter of α and the entry of ∂α
z
h
  z
 
(X,Y)
θkα (X,Y)
∂ X̃
−1
−1 ∂ Ỹ
Eq. (3.7), it can be calculated as ∂kα∂α
=
tr
+
−
X̃
Ỹ
2
∂αz
∂αz
z
i

−1 
X̃+Ỹ
∂ X̃
∂ Ỹ
, where tr(·) denotes the trace of a matrix. Therefore, any
+ ∂α
2
∂αz
z

gradient-based optimization technique can be applied to solve the optimization problem
in Eq. (3.8).
On choosing θ
As seen in Eq. (3.7), there is a kernel parameter θ inherited from the original Stein kernel. Note that θ and α play different roles in the proposed kernel and cannot be replaced
with each other. The value of θ needs to be appropriately chosen because it impacts the
kernel value and in turn the optimization of α. A commonly used way to tune θ is k-fold
cross-validation. In this chapter, to better align with the kernel alignment criterion, we
also tune θ by maximizing the kernel alignment and do this before adjusting α,
θ∗ = arg max J(K|α=1 , T).
θ∈Θ

(3.11)

where 1 is a d-dimensional vector with all entries equal to 1 and K|α=1 denotes the
kernel matrix computed by the original Stein kernel without α-adjustment. Through
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this optimization, we find a reasonably good θ and then optimize α on top of it. The
maximization problem in Eq. (3.11) can be conveniently solved by choosing θ in the


d−1
range of Θ = 21 , 22 , 32 , · · · , d−1
∪
,
+∞
. θ is not optimized jointly with α since
2
2
the noncontinuous range of θ could complicate the gradient-based optimization. As will
be shown in the experimental study, optimizing θ and α sequentially can already lead
to promising results.
After obtaining θ∗ and α∗ , the proposed DSK will be applied to both training and
test data for classification, with certain classifiers such as k-nearest neighbor (k-NN) or
SVM. Note that for a given classification task, the optimization of θ and α only needs
to be conducted once with training data. After that, they are used as fixed parameters to
compute the Stein kernel for each pair of SPD matrices. The DSK with kernel alignment
criterion is outlined in Algorithm 4.
Algorithm 1 Proposed discriminative Stein kernel learning with the kernel alignment
criterion
Input: A training sample set Ω = {(Xi , ti )}ni=1 , α0 and λ.
Output: θ∗ , α∗ ;
1: Find θ ∗ = arg maxθ∈Θ J(K|α=1 , T) first to obtain θ ∗ ;
2: Learn α∗ = arg maxα∈A J(K|θ=θ∗ , T) − λkα − α0 k22 ;
3: return θ ∗ , α∗ ;

Class separability based framework
Class separability is another commonly used criterion for model and feature selection
[107, 106, 116]. Recall that the training sample set is defined as Ω = {(Xi , ti )}ni=1 ,
where ti ∈ {1, · · · , M }. Let Ωi be the set of training samples from the ith class, with
ni denoting the size of Ωi . KΩ0 ,Ω00 denotes a kernel matrix computed over two training
subsets Ω0 and Ω00 , where {KΩ0 ,Ω00 }ij = k(Xi , Xj ) = hφ(Xi ), φ(Xj )i with Xi ∈ Ω0
and Xj ∈ Ω00 . The class separability in the feature space F induced by a kernel k can
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be defined as
J=

tr(SB )
,
tr(SW )

(3.12)

where tr(·) is the trace of a matrix, and SB and SW are the between-class scatter matrix
and the within-class scatter matrix, respectively. Let m and mi denote the total sample
P
mean and the ith class mean. They can be expressed as m = n1 Xi ∈Ω φ(Xi ) and
P
mi = n1i Xj ∈Ωi φ(Xj ).
tr(SB ) and tr(SW ) can be expressed as:
"
tr(SB ) = tr

M
X

#
>

ni (mi − m) (mi − m)

i=1

and

"
tr(SW ) = tr

ni 
M X
X

M
X
1> KΩi ,Ωi 1 1> KΩ,Ω 1
−
,
=
ni
n
i=1
(3.13)

φ (Xij ) − mi



φ (Xij ) − mi

>

i=1 j=1

#
(3.14)

M
X
1> KΩi ,Ωi 1
= tr (KΩ,Ω ) −
ni
i=1

where 1 = [1, 1, · · · , 1]> . The derivatives of tr(SB ) and tr(SW ) with respect to αz can
be shown as:
M

∂ tr(SB ) X 1
=
∂αz
i=1
∂ tr(SW )
and
= tr
∂αz

> ∂KΩi ,Ωi
1
∂αz



ni
∂KΩ,Ω
∂αz

−


−

1>

∂KΩ,Ω
1
∂αz

n

,

∂KΩi ,Ωi
M
X
1> ∂α
1
z

i=1

ni

(3.15)

(3.16)

The class separability can reflect the goodness of a kernel function with respect to a
given task. The DSK learning procedure outlined in Algorithm 4 can be fully taken
advantage to optimize the parameter α when class separability measure is used. The
only modification is to replace the definition of J with Eq. (3.12).
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Radius margin bound based framework
Radius margin bound is an upper bound on the number of classification errors in a
leave-one-out (LOO) procedure of a hard margin binary SVM [10, 44]. This bound can
be extended to L2 -norm soft margin SVM with a slightly modified kernel. It has been
widely used for parameter tuning [10] and model selection [107]. We first consider a
binary classification task and then extend the result to the multi-class case. Let Ω0 ∪ Ω00
be a training set of l samples, and without loss of generality, the samples are labeled by
t ∈ {−1, 1}. With a given kernel function k, the optimization problem of SVM with
L2 -norm soft margin can be expressed as
1
kwk2 =
2
subject to:

max
η∈Rl

l
X

l
hX
i=1

l
i
1X
ηi −
ηi ηj ti tj k̃(Xi , Xj )
2 i,j=1

(3.17)

ηi ti = 0; ηi ≥ 0 (i = 1, 2, . . . , l)

i=1

where k̃(Xi , Xj ) = k(Xi , Xj ) +

1
δ ;
C ij

C is the regularization parameter; δij = 1 if

i = j, and 0 otherwise; and w is the normal vector of the optimal separating hyperplane
of SVM. Tuning the parameters in k̃ can be achieved by minimizing an estimate of the
LOO errors. It is shown in [99] that the following radius margin bound holds:
E(LOO) ≤ 4 ·

R2
= 4R2 kwk2 ,
γ2

(3.18)

where E(LOO) denotes the number of LOO errors performed on the l training samples
in Ω0 ∪ Ω00 ; R is the radius of the smallest sphere enclosing all the l training samples;
and γ denotes the margin with respect to the optimal separating hyperplane and equals
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1/kwk. R2 can be obtained by the following optimizing problem,

2

R = max
β∈Rl

l
hX

βi k̃(Xi , Xi ) −

i=1

subject to:

l
X

l
X

i
βi βj k̃(Xi , Xj )

i,j=1

(3.19)

βi = 1; βi ≥ 0 (i = 1, 2, . . . , l).

i=1

Note that both R and w are the function of the kernel k̃. We set the kernel function k as
kα defined in Eq. (3.7). The model parameters in k̃, i.e. {θ, α, C}, can be optimized by
minimizing R2 kwk2 on the training set. As previous, we can first choose a reasonably
good θ∗ by optimizing Eq. (3.20) with respect to θ and C while fixing α as 1.
{θ∗ , C ∗ } = arg

R2 kwk2 .

min
θ∈Θ,C>0|α=1

(3.20)

Once θ∗ is obtained, {α, C}, denoted by υ, can then be jointly optimized as follows:
υ ∗ = arg

min

υ∈Υ|θ=θ∗

R2 kwk2 ,

(3.21)

where Υ = {α, C|α ∈ A; C > 0}. Let υz be the z th parameter of υ. The derivative of
R2 kwk2 with respect to υz can be shown as:
∂R2
∂kwk2
∂(R2 kwk2 )
= kwk2
+ R2
,
∂υz
∂υz
∂υz

where

l
X
∂kwk2
∂ k̃(Xi , Xj )
=−
ηi∗ ηj∗ ti tj
∂υz
∂υz
i,j=1

l
l
∂R2 X ∗ ∂ k̃(Xi , Xi ) X ∗ ∗ ∂ k̃(Xi , Xj )
and
=
βi
−
βi βj
∂υz
∂υz
∂υz
i=1
i,j=1

(3.22)

(3.23)

(3.24)

where ηi∗ and βi∗ denote the optimal solutions of Eq. (3.17) and (3.19), respectively.
For multi-class classification tasks, we optimize υ by a pairwise combination of
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the radius margin bounds of binary SVM classifiers [107]. Specifically, an M -class
classification task can be split into M (M − 1)/2 pairwise classification tasks by using
the one-vs-one strategy. For any class pair (i, j) with 1 ≤ i < j ≤ M , a binary SVM
classifier, denoted by SVMij , can be trained using the samples from classes i and j.
2
The corresponding radius margin bound, denoted by Rij
kwij k2 , can be calculated by

Eq. (3.17) and (3.19). As shown in [107], the LOO error of an M -class SVM classifier
can be upper bounded by the combination of the radius margin bounds of M (M − 1)/2
pairwise binary SVM classifiers. The combination is defined as:
J=

X

2
kwij k2 .
Rij

(3.25)

1≤i<j≤M

As previous, a reasonably good θ∗ can be firstly chosen by
{θ∗ , C ∗ } = arg

min

J .

θ∈Θ,C>0|α=1

(3.26)

The optimal kernel parameter υ ∗ for an M -class SVM classifier can then be obtained
by
υ ∗ = arg

min

υ∈Υ|θ=θ∗

J .

(3.27)

The derivative of J with respect to υz is given by

2
2
X 
∂Rij
∂J
2
2 ∂kwij k
=
kwij k
+ Rij
,
∂υz 1≤i<j≤M
∂υz
∂υz
where

2
∂Rij
∂υz

and

∂kwij k2
∂υz

(3.28)

for SVMij can be obtained by following Eq. (3.24) and (3.23).

J can be optimized by using gradient-based methods.
In classification, the label of a test sample X can be assigned using the max-wins
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Algorithm 2 Proposed discriminative Stein kernel learning with the radius margin
bound or trace margin criterion
Input: A training set Ω = {(Xi , ti )}ni=1 , stopping criteria: i) The total number of
iterations T ; ii) A small positive value τ .
Output: θ∗ ; υ ∗ = {α∗ , C ∗ }.
1: Find {θ ∗ , C ∗ } by solving Eq. (3.26);
2: for t = 1 : T do
3:
Solve kwij k2 in Eq. (3.25) according to Eq. (3.17);
2
in Eq. (3.25) according to Eq. (3.19) or approximate it with tr(ST );
4:
Solve Rij
5:
Update υ by a gradient-based method via Eq. (3.28);
6:
if |Jt+1 − Jt | ≤ τ Jt (J is defined in Eq. (3.25)) then
7:
Break;
8:
end if
9: end for
10: return θ ∗ , υ ∗ ;
classification rule by
M
X

t(X) = arg max

i=1,...,M

!
sign (sij ) ,

(3.29)

j=1,j6=i

where sij is the decision score of the binary classifier SVMij , and it is computed as
ni +nj

sij =

X

ηz∗ tz k(X, Xz ) + b∗ij , Xz ∈ Ωi ∪ Ωj .

z=1
2
We also consider a variant of the radius margin bound by replacing Rij
with tr(ST ),

where tr(ST ) = tr(SB )+tr(SW ). It can be calculated by using Eq. (3.13) and (3.14) on
2
Ωi ∪ Ωj . As revealed in [106], Rij
is closely related to tr(ST ) and both of them measure
2
the scattering of samples in a feature space F. Replacing Rij
with tr(ST ) can often

result in more stable optimization [55], and solving the quadratic programming (QP)
problem in Eq. (3.19) can also be avoided. In the experimental study, both methods,
named radius margin bound and trace margin criterion, are implemented to investigate
the performance of DSK. The overall procedure is outlined in Algorithm 2.
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3.3

Computational Issue

As will be shown in the experiments, the optimization problems of the proposed DSK
can be efficiently solved and often converge in a few iterations. Two stopping criteria
are used: i) Optimization will be terminated when the difference of the objective values
at two successive iterations is below a predefined threshold τ ; ii) The optimization will
also be stopped when the number of iterations exceeds a predefined threshold T . We set
τ = 10−5 and T = 100 in our experiment.
The kernel alignment and class separability criteria (defined in Eq. (3.9) and (3.12),
respectively) can be quickly computed with a given kernel matrix. The major computational bottleneck is at the computation of the kernel matrix K, which is repeatedly
evaluated for various α values. For a training set of n SPD matrices, the time complexity of optimizing α using the kernel alignment or the class separability criterion is
O(mn2 d3 ), where m is the total number of objective function evaluations and O(d3 ) is
the complexity of eigen-decomposition of a d × d SPD matrix. Note that the complexity
O(n2 ) is common for all kernel parameter learning algorithms. Once α∗ is obtained,
computing the proposed DSK on a pair of SPD matrices is O(d3 ). It is comparable
to the original Stein kernel, which has the complexity of O(d2.373 ) via computing the
determinant instead of conducting an eigen-decomposition.
In the framework using the radius margin bound, υ (defined before Eq. (3.21)) is
optimized by a combination of M (M − 1)/2 binary SVM classifiers. Once υ is up
dated, O (ni + nj )2 d3 is required to calculate the kernel matrix for SVMij , and a QP
2
problem involving ni + nj samples needs to be solved to update Rij
or kwij k2 . Let

O(QP(n)) denote the computational complexity to solve a QP problem of n samples.
The overall complexity to optimize α in the framework of radius margin bound will be
 P


O m 1≤i<j≤M (ni + nj )2 d3 + 2QP(ni + nj ) . In addition, one QP optimization
can be avoided when the trace margin criterion is used, leading to a reduced complexity
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 P

of O m 1≤i<j≤M [(ni + nj )2 d3 +QP(ni + nj )] . At last, the computational complexP

3
ity of classifying a test sample by Eq. (3.29) is O
1≤i<j≤M [(ni + nj ) d ] .

3.4

Experimental Result

In this experiment, we compare the proposed discriminative Stein kernel (DSK) with the
original Stein kernel (SK) on various image classification tasks. The other metrics listed
in Table 2.1 will also be compared. Source code implementing the proposed method is
publicly available2 .
Three data sets are used. Two of them are the Brodatz data set [74] for texture
classification and the FERET data set [69] for face recognition, which have been used
in the literature [31]. The third one is the ETH-80 [49] data set widely used for visual
object categorization [40, 103]. In Brodatz, FERET and ETH-80 data sets, images are
represented by covariance descriptors. The details of these datasets will be introduced
in the following subsections.
We employ both k-NN and SVM as the classifiers. For the kernel alignment and
class separability frameworks, k-NN is used with the DSK as the similarity measure,
since it does not involve any other (except k) algorithmic parameter. This allows the
comparison to directly reflect the change from SK to DSK. For the radius margin bound
framework, SVM classifier is used since it is inherently related to this bound.
In this experiment, the DSK obtained by the kernel alignment and class separability
are called DSK-KA and DSK-CS. Also, DSK-RM indicates the DSK obtained by the
radius margin bound, while DSK-TM denotes the DSK obtained by trace margin criterion. Subscripts p or c is used to indicate whether α acts as the power or the coefficient
of eigenvalues. All the names are summarized in Table 3.1.
All parameters, including the k of k-NN, the regularization parameter of SVM, λ in
2

https://github.com/seuzjj/DSK.git
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Table 3.1: The name of DSK under different learning criteria
α as

Kernel
alignment
power
DSK-KAp
coefficient DSK-KAc

Class separability
DSK-CSp
DSK-CSc

Radius margin
bound
DSK-RMp
DSK-RMc

Trace margin
criterion
DSK-TMp
DSK-TMc

Eq. (3.8), θ in all the kernels in Table 2.1, and the power order ζ in the Power-Euclidean
metric are chosen via multi-fold cross-validation on the training set.
In the experiments, we perform binary classification on the Brodatz and rs-fMRI
data sets and multi-class classification on the Brodatz, FERET and ETH-80 data sets.
For each experiment on the Brodatz, FERET and ETH-80 data sets, the data are randomly split into two equal-sized subsets for training and test. The procedure is repeated
20 times for each task to obtain stable statistics. Besides classification accuracy, the pvalue obtained by paired Student’s t-test between DSK and SK will be used to evaluate
the significance of improvement (p-value ≤ 0.05 is used).

3.4.1

Results on the Brodatz texture data set

The Brodatz data set contains 112 images, each of which represents one class of texture.
Following the literature [31], a set of sub-regions are cropped from each image as the
samples of the corresponding texture class. The covariance descriptor [93] is used to
describe a texture sample (sub-region) as follows.
(1) Each original texture image is scaled to a uniform size of 256 × 256;
(2) Each image is then split into 64 non-overlapping sub-regions of size 32×32. Each
image is considered as a texture class and its sub-regions are used as the samples
of this class;
2

2

∂I
∂I
∂ I
∂ I
(3) A five-dimensional feature vector φ(x, y) = [I(x, y), | ∂x
|, | ∂y
|, | ∂x
2 |, | ∂y 2 |] is ex-

tracted at pixel (x, y) in each sub-region, where I(x, y) denotes the intensity value
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at that pixel;
(4) Each sub-region is represented by a 5 × 5 covariance matrix estimated by using
all (1024 = 32 × 32) the features vectors obtained from that sub-region.
For the experiment of binary classification, we first run pairwise classification between
the 112 classes by using SK with the k-NN classifier. The obtained classification accuracies are sorted in ascending order. The top 15 pairs with the lowest accuracies, which
represent the most difficult classification tasks, are selected. The rest of these pairs are
not included because SK has been able to obtain almost 100% accuracy on them. As
we observed in the experiment, DSK achieves equally excellent performance as SK on
these pairs. The texture images in each pair are visually similar to each other and it is
challenging to classify them. In short, we obtain 15 pairs of classes. Each class consists
of 64 samples, and each sample is represented by a 5 × 5 covariance descriptor.
Table 3.2: Comparison of Classification accuracy (in percentage) on each of the 15 most
difficult pairs from Brodatz texture data set.
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
SK
62.50 67.19 68.75 75.00 75.78 75.79 76.56 77.34
DSK-KAp 70.31 73.44 75.00 81.25 76.56 79.69 82.81 79.69
Index
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
Average
SK
78.13 79.69 80.47 81.25 82.04 83.59 85.94 76.67
DSK-KAp 84.37 84.39 84.38 84.38 84.35 84.42 87.50 80.85
The average classification accuracies on the 15 binary classification tasks are compared in Table 3.3. The left half of the table shows the results when the k-NN is the
classifier, while the right half is for the SVM classifier. As seen from the left half, SK
achieves the best performance (76.67%) under the column of “Competing methods”. At
the same time, the proposed DSK-KA and DSK-CS consistently achieve better performance than SK, when the parameter α is used as the power or coefficient. Especially,
DSK-KAp achieves the best performance (80.85%), obtaining an improvement of above
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Table 3.3: Comparison of classification accuracy (in percentage) averaged on 15 most
difficult pairs from Brodatz texture data set.
k-NN
Competing methods
DSK (proposed)
AIRM
CHK
EUK
DSK-KAp
DSK-KAc
74.67
73.78
73.59
80.85
78.33
± 4.48
± 4.68
± 6.31
± 4.96
± 4.79
SK
LEK
PEK
DSK-CSp
DSK-CSc
76.67
74.67
74.70
79.69
77.29
± 5.30
± 4.17
± 4.16
± 3.74
± 4.25
SVM
Competing methods
DSK (proposed)
AIRM
CHK
EUK
DSK-RMp
DSK-RMc
N.A.
77.87
76.04
80.57
79.16
N.A.
± 5.89
± 5.93
± 5.95
± 6.34
SK
LEK
PEK
DSK-TMp
DSK-TMc
78.38
78.89
78.06
80.47
79.08
± 6.21
± 4.69
± 5.90
± 6.55
± 6.93
Table 3.4: Comparison of Classification accuracy (in percentage) averaged on 112-class
classification on Brodatz texture data set.
k-NN
Competing methods
DSK (proposed)
AIRM
CHK
EUK
DSK-KAp
DSK-KAc
74.93
72.19
64.72
78.12
77.50
± 0.61
± 0.55
± 0.78
± 0.75
± 0.69
SK
LEK
PEK
DSK-CSp
DSK-CSc
76.80
74.38
72.02
78.43
77.80
± 0.84
± 0.62
± 0.65
± 0.59
± 0.81
SVM
Competing methods
DSK (proposed)
AIRM
CHK
EUK
DSK-RMp
DSK-RMc
N.A.
77.39
74.27
83.40
82.94
N.A.
± 0.82
± 1.26
± 0.58
± 0.71
SK
LEK
PEK
DSK-TMp
DSK-TMc
78.01
78.22
76.88
80.41
80.10
± 0.43
± 1.00
± 0.84
± 0.47
± 0.53
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4 percentage points over SK and more than 6 percentage points over the other methods.
The relatively large standard deviation in Table 3.3 is mainly due to the variation of accuracy rates of the 15 tasks. Actually, the improvement of DSK over SK is statistically
significant because the p-value between DSK-KAp and SK is as small as 5.4 × 10−6 .
To better show the difference between DSK-KAp and SK, their performance on each
of the 15 pairs is reported in Table 3.2. As seen, DSK-KAp consistently outperforms
SK on each task. The right half of Table 3.3 compares the DSK obtained by the radius
margin bound with the other kernel methods, by using SVM as the classifier. As seen,
the four variants of DSK in this case, DSK-RMp , DSK-RMc , DSK-TMp and DSK-TMc ,
outperform the other kernel methods, including SK. Note that AIRM does not admit a
valid kernel [40] and is not included in the comparison.
We also test DSK on multi-class classification involving all the 112 classes of Brodatz data. As seen from Table 3.4, all the DSK methods outperform SK and other methods in comparison. Specifically, as indicated in the left part of Table 3.4, SK has the
highest classification accuracy (76.80%) among all these existing methods when k-NN
is used as the classifier. Meanwhile, compared with SK, DSK-CSp achieves a further
improvement of 1.6 percentage points with p-value of 0.0018. When SVM is used in
the right part of Table 3.4, DSK-RMp boosts the performance of SK from 78.01% to
83.40%, obtaining an improvement of 5.39 percentage points.
In addition, we investigate the performance of DSK with respect to the number of
samples used to estimate the covariance descriptors. Recall that a 5 × 5 covariance
descriptor is estimated from 1024 feature vectors φ(x, y) to represent an image region.
This number is sufficiently large compared with the dimensions of the covariance descriptor, which are only five. The improvement in the above results demonstrates the
effectiveness of DSK over SK when there are sufficient samples to estimate the covariance descriptor. As discussed in Section 3.2.2, covariance matrix estimation is significantly affected by the number of samples. This motivates us to investigate how the
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of DSK-KAp and SK when different percentage of the 1024
feature vectors are used to estimate the covariance descriptor for each image on the
Brodatz and FERET data sets.
performance of DSK and SK will change, if the number of feature vectors used to estimate the covariance descriptor is reduced. We take DSK-KAp as an example. In Figure
3.1(a), we plot the classification accuracy of DSK-KAp and SK averaged over the 15
binary classification tasks, when different percentage of the 1024 feature vectors are
used. As shown, DSK-KAp consistently achieves better performance than SK, although
both of them degrade with the decreasing number of feature vectors. This result shows
that: i) When the samples available for estimation are inadequate, Stein kernel will
become less effective; ii) DSK can effectively improve the performance of SK in this
case. Figure 3.1(b) plots similar result obtained on the FERET face data set with the
same experimental setting. That is, pairwise classification is performed by using SK
with the k-NN classifier and the top 15 pairs with the lowest accuracies are selected.
The classification accuracies of DSK-KAp and SK averaged over the 15 selected binary
classification tasks are shown in Figure 3.1(b).
In this experiment, we observe that DSK can often be solved efficiently. The optimization in all the three frameworks only require a few iterations to converge.
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Table 3.5: Comparison of Classification accuracy (in percentage) averaged on 198-class
classification on FERET data set.
k-NN
Competing methods
DSK (proposed)
AIRM
CHK
EUK
DSK-KAp
DSK-KAc
84.45
80.43
52.14
84.98
84.83
± 3.23
± 3.54
± 4.10
± 3.37
± 3.38
SK
LEK
PEK
DSK-CSp
DSK-CSc
83.37
83.02
73.07
84.03
83.95
± 3.33
± 3.27
± 3.66
± 3.55
± 3.45
SVM
Competing methods
DSK (proposed)
AIRM
CHK
EUK
DSK-RMp
DSK-RMc
N.A.
78.52
68.37
81.80
84.60
N.A.
± 2.23
± 4.04
± 2.67
± 1.71
SK
LEK
PEK
DSK-TMp
DSK-TMc
79.7
78.16
75.22
80.70
83.20
± 3.10
± 1.73
± 3.97
± 2.30
± 2.44

3.4.2

Results on the FERET face data set

We evaluate the proposed DSK for face recognition on FERET [69] face data set. We
use the ‘b’ subset, which consists of 198 subjects and each subject has 10 images with
various poses and illumination conditions. Following the literature [31], to represent an
image, a covariance descriptor is estimated for a 43-dimensional feature vector extracted
at each pixel:

φ(x, y) = [I(x, y), x, y, |G0,0 (x, y)|, · · · , |G0,7 (x, y)|, |G1,0 (x, y)|, · · · , |G4,7 (x, y)|];
where I(x, y) is the intensity value, and |Gu,v (x, y)| is the image feature of 2D Gabor
wavelets [48].
Table 3.5 compares the classification accuracy on all the 198 classes of FERET data.
As seen, DSK-KAp obtains an improvement of 1.6 percentage points over SK. The pvalue between DSK-KAp and SK is 0.0026, which indicates the statistical significance
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Figure 3.2: Comparison of DSK-KA, SK, and other methods on 10, 20, 40 and all 198
classes from FERET data set with various k values of k-NN.
of the improvement. When the radius margin bound framework is used, DSK also
consistently performs better than SK. Especially, DSK-RMc achieves an improvement
as high as 4.9 percentage points over SK, with p-value of 1.8×10−5 .
To test how the DSK performs with the number of classes and the k value of kNN, we evaluate DSK-KAp and DSK-KAc by using 10, 20, 40, and all 198 classes,
respectively, with k = [1 : 2 : 11]. The experiment is conducted as follows.
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1) For the classification tasks with 10, 20 and 40 classes, these classes are randomly
selected from the 198 classes. Five facial images are randomly chosen from a class for
training, and the remaining ones are used for test. Both the selection of classes and
samples are repeated 10 times, respectively.
2) For the classification tasks with all the 198 classes, five facial images are randomly
chosen from each class for training, and the remaining ones are used for test. The
selection of samples is repeated 20 times.
The averaged classification accuracy of 10, 20, 40 and 198 classes with various k
values are plotted in Fig. 3.2(a)-(d). As seen, both DSK-KAp and DSK-KAc consistently
outperform SK and other methods. This confirms in further that the proposed DSK can
increase class discrimination by adjusting the eigenvalues of the SPD matrices, making
Stein kernel better align with specific classification tasks.

3.4.3

Results on ETH-80 data set

ETH-80 contains eight categories with ten objects per category and 41 images for each
object. The features same as those used on the Brodatz texture data set are extracted
from each image and a 5 × 5 covariance descriptor is constructed as a representation
of the image. The ten objects in the same category are labeled as the same class. We
perform an eight-class classification task using DSK. As previously mentioned, data
are randomly split into 20 pairs of training/test subsets (50% : 50%) to obtain stable
statistics. Table 3.6 reports the performance of various methods. As seen, DSK still
demonstrates the best performance. Specifically, DSK-CSp achieves 2.3 percentage
points improvement over SK with k-NN as the classifier, while DSK-TMp achieves an
improvement of 2.4 percentage points over SK, when SVM is used as the classifier.
The above experiments demonstrate the advantage of DSK in various important image recognition tasks. Also, this advantage is consistently observed when DSK is
learned with three different criteria. This verifies the generality of DSK.
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Table 3.6: Comparison of Classification accuracy (in percentage) averaged on ETH-80
data set.
k-NN
Competing methods
DSK (proposed)
AIRM
CHK
EUK
DSK-KAp
DSK-KAc
79.39
80.14
78.33
80.92
80.71
± 0.78
± 0.47
± 1.19
± 0.87
± 0.85
SK
LEK
PEK
DSK-CSp
DSK-CSc
79.71
79.29
79.65
82.04
80.11
± 0.82
± 0.75
± 0.65
± 0.91
± 0.88
SVM
Competing methods
DSK (proposed)
AIRM
CHK
EUK
DSK-RMp
DSK-RMc
N.A.
80.76
79.27
81.30
80.67
N.A.
± 1.10
± 1.98
± 0.81
± 0.93
SK
LEK
PEK
DSK-TMp
DSK-TMc
80.30
80.21
80.16
82.70
81.55
± 0.79
± 1.16
± 1.04
± 1.05
± 0.84

3.5
3.5.1

Discussion
On using α as power or coefficient

The two ways of using α can be theoretically related. This is because for any λαp (λ >
0), we can always find a coefficient αc that satisfies αc λ = λαp by setting αc =

λ αp
.
λ

In practice, these two ways could lead to different solutions, because the corresponding
objective functions are different and the resulting optimizations are not convex. Comparatively, the power method is recommended due to: i) using α as a power can automatically maintain the SPD property since λαp (λ > 0) is always positive, while using
it as a coefficient requires an additional constraint of αc > 0; ii) we empirically find
that the power method often converges faster and achieves better performance than the
coefficient method.
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3.5.2

On the computational efficiency of DSK

Once the adjustment parameter α is obtained, DSK can be computed for a set of SPD
matrices. Fig. 3.3 compares the timing result of the methods in Table 2.1 for computing
a similarity matrix of 100 SPD matrices. The dimensions of these SPD matrices are
gradually increased from 5 to 100. The experiment is conducted on a desktop computer
with 3.6 GHz CoreTM i7 − 3820 CPU and 32GB memory. As seen, DSK can be computed as efficiently as SK, PEK and LEK, and all of them are significantly faster than
AIRM. For example, DSK only needs 3.3 seconds to compute the similarity matrix of
100-dimensional SPD matrices, while AIRM needs as many as 51 seconds. AIRM will
become less efficient when the dimensions are high or the number of SPD matrices is
large. The kernel methods, such as CHK, LEK, EUK, PEK, SK and DSK, can usually
handle the situation more efficiently.
In addition, the computational cost of learning α could be reduced by taking advantage of the facts that i) kernel matrix computation can be run in a parallel manner by evaluating every entry separately; ii) the most time-consuming step, eigen-decomposition,
could be speeded up by using approximate techniques, such as the Nyström method [113].
These improvements will be fully explored in the future work.

3.5.3

More insight on when DSK works

By adjusting the eigenvalues of SPD matrices, DSK can increase the similarity of the
SPD matrices within the same class and decrease the similarity of those different classes.
We want to gain more insight on in what case DSK can work effectively. Let D =
{x1 , x2 , · · · , xn , xn+1 } denote a set of d-dimensional vectors randomly sampled from a
normal distribution Nd (µ, Σ). It is known that the scatter matrix S follows the Wishart
P
>
distribution [92]: S ∼ Wd (Σ, n), where S is defined as n+1
i=1 (xi − m)(xi − m) ; m is
Pn+1
1
defined as n+1
i=1 xi ; and n is called the degree of freedom. Increasing the degree of
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Figure 3.3: Comparison of timing results of the measures with respect to the dimensions
of SPD matrices
freedom results in a smaller overall variance of S [63]. Note that the features extracted
from an image region or an entire image can be considered as a random sample set D
and the covariance descriptors used in the above experiments can be considered as the
samples from certain Wishart distributions. In light of this connection, we use a set of
synthetic SPD matrices sampled from various Wishart distributions to investigate the
effectiveness of DSK. Specifically, in our experiment, two classes of SPD matrices are
obtained by sampling Wishart distributions Wd (Σ1 , n) and Wd (Σ2 , n), where Σ1 is set
as a 5 × 5 identity matrix I5×5 and Σ2 is set as (1 + τ )I5×5 . τ is a small positive scalar
and its magnitude controls the difference between Σ1 and Σ2 . By varying τ and the
degree of freedom n, we can generate a set of binary classification tasks with different
levels of classification difficulty to evaluate DSK. First, we set n as 200 and vary τ to
generate two classes of SPD matrices, with 1000 samples in each class. Larger τ will
make the classification task easier since it leads to more different distributions. For each
classification task, we randomly halve the samples to create 20 pairs of training/test
subsets. Fig. 3.4(a) shows the performance of DSK (DSK-RMp is used as an example)
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Figure 3.4: Comparison of DSK and SK on the synthetic data. (a) Performance of DSK
and SK with fixed n = 200, varying τ . (b) The corresponding p-value obtained by
the paired Student’s t-test between DSK and SK with fixed n = 200, varying τ . (c)
Performance of DSK and SK with fixed τ = 10−1 , varying n. (d) The corresponding pvalue obtained by the paired Student’s t-test between DSK and SK with fixed τ = 10−1 ,
varying n.
and SK with respect to τ , while Fig. 3.4(b) reports the corresponding p-values between
DSK and SK. As seen, DSK can consistently achieve statistically significant (p-value <
0.05) improvement over SK when 10−1.8 ≤ τ ≤ 10−0.83 . When τ is out of this range, the
classification task becomes too difficult or too easy. In this case, DSK cannot improve
the performance of SK. Similar results are obtained in Fig. 3.4(c) and Fig. 3.4(d), where
we fix τ as 10−1 and change the degree of freedom n. As seen, DSK outperforms SK
when 8 ≤ n ≤ 750 and has a similar performance as SK otherwise.
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This experiment reveals that DSK can effectively improve the performance of SK
for a wide range of classification tasks unless the task is too difficult or too easy.

3.5.4

Comparison between DSK and the methods of improving eigenvalue estimation

Reshaping the eigenvalues of a sample covariance matrix has been extensively studied
to improve the eigenvalue estimation and recover the true covariance matrix, especially
when the number of samples is small [58, 17, 5]. We highlight the differences of the
proposed DSK from these methods as follows. i) Handling the biasness of the eigenvalue estimation is only one of our motivations to propose DSK. The other more important
motivation is to increase the discrimination of different sets of SPD matrices through
eigenvalue adjustment; ii) DSK does not aim at (and is not even interested in) restoring
the unbiased estimates of eigenvalues. Instead, DSK adaptively adjusts the eigenvalues
of sample covariance matrices in a supervised manner to increase the discriminative
power of Stein kernel.
Although DSK and the methods of improving eigenvalue estimation have different
goals, it is still desirable to make a comparison between them in terms of the classification performance. We perform the comparison by using three kinds of SPD matrices:
i) the sample covariance matrix; ii) the covariance matrix improved by the methods in
[58, 17, 5]; and iii) the covariance matrix obtained by the proposed eigenvalue adjustment in DSK. Stein kernel is used in the classification with SVM as the classifier. As
seen in Table 3.7, the three methods in [58, 17, 5] are comparable to the method using
the sample covariance matrices on Brodatz, FERET and ETH80 data sets, while they
obtain slightly better performance on fMRI data set. We believe that this is because the
improved estimation of eigenvalues may boost the classification performance, when the
ratio of sample size to the dimensions of covariance matrix (denoted by n/Dim in the
table) is small. For example, the ratio n/Dim is less than two for the fMRI data set.
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However, when the ratio becomes larger, the sample covariance matrices will gradually
approach to the ground truth, and therefore the methods of improving eigenvalue estimation become less helpful. Since DSK aims to classify different sets of SPD matrices,
the eigenvalues are adjusted towards better discriminability. This is why DSK achieves
better performance than the methods in [58, 17, 5] on the four data sets. For example,
the improvement of DSK is as high as 5.4 and 4.9 percentage points over the method in
[17] on Brodatz and FERET data sets.
Table 3.7: Comparison of average classification accuracy (in percentage) between DSK
and the methods of improving eigenvalue estimation.
Data
n/Dim
sample [58]
[17]
[5]
DSK
cov.
Brodatz 1,024/5 ≈ 205
78.01
77.50
78.00
78.00
83.40
± 0.43 ± 0.41 ± 0.43 ± 0.48 ± 0.58
FERET 98,304/43 ≈ 2286 79.70
78.10
79.70
79.68
84.60
± 3.10 ± 2.98 ± 3.10 ± 3.10 ± 1.71
ETH80 16,384/5 ≈ 3276
80.30
78.80
80.30
80.31
82.70
± 0.79 ± 0.89 ± 0.82 ± 0.59 ± 1.05
fMRI
130/90 ≈ 1.44
54.88
54.88
56.10
56.10
59.76

3.5.5

On the discovery of better SPD kernels

At last, we discuss what aspects may benefit the discovery of better kernels for SPD
matrices. From our point of view, the following two aspects play an important role.
Distance measure. A good distance measure should effectively take the underlying
structure of SPD matrices into account. In this chapter, we utilize the recently developed Stein kernel to meet this requirement. As a specially designed distance measure,
the (square-rooted) S-Divergence well respects the Riemannian manifold where SPD
matrices reside. The other distance measures, such as Cholesky, Log Euclidean, and
Power Euclidean, listed in Table 2.1 could be investigated within our framework in
the future work. Also, all the existing distance measures for SPD matrices (except the
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simplest Euclidean distance) involve matrix decomposition or inverse operation. This
results in significant computational cost, especially when a kernel matrix needs to be
computed over a large sample set. In the course of discovering better SPD kernels, a
computationally efficient distance measure will be highly desirable.
Class information. The class information should be effectively integrated into SPD kernels to improve its quality in further. In this work, we achieve this by utilizing the
class information to adjust the eigenvalues to make Stein kernel better align with specific classification tasks. For Stein kernel, adjusting the eigenvalues only (rather than
including the matrix of eigenvectors) may have been sufficient, because this kernel is
invariant to affine transformations3 There could be different but effective adjustment
ways for other types of kernels and this is worth exploring in further. Besides, we focus
on improving a SPD kernel in the supervised learning case in this work. Nevertheless,
the proposed approach shall be extendable to the unsupervised case, which usually has
a wider range of applications. In that situation, how to incorporate cluster information
to improve SPD kernels will also be an interesting topic to explore.
In addition, as shown in this work, discovering better SPD kernels may need to optimize certain properties of SPD matrices. In this case, how to design and solve the
resulting optimization problem becomes a critical issue. In particular, having a convex objective function and a computationally efficient optimization algorithm will be of
great importance. This could be possibly achieved by appropriately convexifying and
approximating the employed non-convex objective functions. In this work, we focus
on validating the effectiveness of the proposed approach and demonstrating its advantages, and employ the commonly used gradient-based techniques to solve the involved
optimization problems. In our future work, more advanced optimization techniques and
algorithms will be developed to improve the proposed approach in further.
3

It means that the S-Divergence is invariant to any nonsingular congruence transformation on the SPD
matrices, i,e., S(X, Y) = S(W> XW, W> YW), where W is an invertible matrix.
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3.6

Conclusion

In this chapter, we analyzed two potential issues of the recently proposed Stein kernel
for classification tasks and proposed a novel method called discriminative Stein kernel.
It automatically adjusts the eigenvalues of the input SPD matrices to help Stein kernel
to achieve greater discrimination. This problem is formulated as a kernel parameter
learning process and solved in three frameworks. The proposed kernel is evaluated on
both synthetic and real data sets for a variety of applications in pattern analysis and
computer vision. The results show that it consistently achieves better performance than
the original Stein kernel and other methods for SPD matrices. We also provided more
insights on when and how DSK works, discussed the aspects that could contribute to
discovering better SPD kernels, and pointed out the future work to enhance the proposed
approach.
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Chapter 4
Compact Representation of SICE
Matrices in Brain Network Analysis
Recently, sparse inverse covariance estimation (SICE) technique has been employed to
model functional brain connectivity. SICE matrix estimated for each subject can be
used as a representation of brain connectivity network to discriminate Alzheimer’s disease from normal controls. However, this chapter observes that direct use of the SICE
matrix does not necessarily give satisfying discrimination, due to its high dimensionality and the scarcity of training subjects. Looking into this problem, this chapter argues
that the intrinsic dimensionality of these SICE matrices shall be much lower, considering i) an SICE matrix resides on a Riemannian manifold of symmetric positive definiteness (SPD) matrices, and ii) human brains share common patterns of connectivity
across subjects. Therefore, this chapter proposes to employ manifold-based similarity
measures and kernel-based PCA to extract principal connectivity components as a compact representation of brain network. Moreover, to cater for the requirement of both
discrimination and interpretation in neuroimage analysis, this chapter develops a novel
pre-image estimation algorithm to make the obtained connectivity components anatomically interpretable. To verify the efficacy of the proposed method and gain insights into
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SICE based brain networks, extensive experimental study is conducted on synthetic data
and real rs-fMRI data from the ADNI data set. The proposed method outperforms the
comparable methods and improves the classification accuracy significantly.

4.1

Background

As an incurable and the most common form of dementia, Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
affects tens of million people worldwide. Precise diagnosis of AD, especially at its
early warning stage: Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI), enables treatments to delay
or even avoid cognitive symptoms, such as language disorder and memory loss [61].
However, this is a very challenging task. Conventional diagnosis of MCI based on
clinical observations and structural imaging [39] can hardly achieve accurate diagnosis
since the symptoms of MCI are often ambiguous and not necessarily related to structural
alterations [76]. Various studies [118, 100, 97] have demonstrated that diagnosis of AD
can be achieved by constructing and classifying functional brain networks based on
resting-state functional Magnetic Resonance Imaging (rs-fMRI) using SICE technique.
However, how to classify the constructed SICE matrices can be challenging. A direct approach could be to vectorize each SICE matrix into a feature vector, as in [51].
However, when using it to train a classifier to separate AD from normal controls (NC),
the problem of “the curse of dimensionality” arises since the dimensionality of the vector (at the order of d × d1 for a network with d nodes, for example, d = 90 in our study)
is usually much larger than the number of training subjects, which is often only tens
for each class. This usually leads to poor performance of classification. An alternative
approach is to summarize a d × d SICE matrix into lower dimensional graphical features such as local clustering coefficient (LCC) [112] or hubs [87]. Nevertheless, these
approaches have the risk of losing useful information contained in the SICE matrices.
1

To be precise, the dimensionality of the vector is
its diagonal entries are not used.
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d(d−1)
2

because the SICE matrix is symmetric and

This chapter aims to address the high dimensionality issue of these SICE matrices by
extracting compact representation for classification.

4.2

Motivation

As an inverse covariance matrix, an SICE matrix is symmetric positive definite (SPD).
This inherent property restricts SICE matrices to a lower-dimensional Riemannian manifold rather than the full d × d dimensional Euclidean space. In medical image analysis,
the concept of Riemannian manifold has been widely used for DTI analysis [68], shape
statistics [20] and functional-connectivity detection [100]. Moreover, considering the
fact that brain connectivity patterns are specific and generally similar across different
subjects, the SICE matrices representing the brain connectivity should concentrate on
an even smaller subset of this manifold. In other words, the intrinsic degree of freedom
of these SICE matrices shall be much lower than the apparent dimensions of d × d.
These two factors motivate us to seek a compact representation that better reflects the
underlying distribution of the SICE matrices.
Principal component analysis (PCA), the commonly used unsupervised dimensionality reduction method, is a natural option for this task. However, a linear PCA is not
expected to work well for manifold-constrained SICE matrices. Recently, advances
have been made on measuring the similarity of SPD matrices considering the underlying manifold that they reside. In particular, a set of SPD kernels, e.g. Stein kernel [88]
and Log-Euclidean kernel [3], have been proposed with promising applications [31, 40].
These kernels implicitly embed the Riemannian manifold of SPD matrices to a kernelinduced feature space F. They offer better measure than their counterparts in Euclidean
spaces and require less computation than Riemannian metric, as detailed in [88]. This
chapter takes advantage of these kernels to conduct a SPD-kernel-based PCA. This provides two advantages: i) It produces a compact representation that can mitigate the curse
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of dimensionality and, thus, improves classification. ii) The extracted leading eigenvectors in F can reveal the intrinsic structure of the SICE matrices, and, hence, assist brain
network analysis.
While the approach introduced above could significantly improve the classification
accuracy, another problem arises: how to interpret the obtained compact representation
anatomically, or more specifically, is it possible to visualize the principal connectivity
components identified by a SPD-kernel PCA? This is important in neuroimage analysis, as it could possibly help to reveal the disease mechanisms behind. Since SPDkernel PCA is implicitly carried out in the kernel-induced feature space F, the extracted
eigenvectors in F are not explicitly known and therefore cannot be readily used for
anatomical analysis. A kernel pre-image method has to be employed to recover these
eigenvectors in the original input space. However, estimating the pre-images of an object in F is challenging. Existing pre-image methods [47, 75] require the knowledge
of an explicit distance mapping between an input space and the feature space F. Unfortunately, such an explicit distance mapping is intractable for SPD kernels, and thus
the existing pre-image methods cannot be applied to our case. To solve this problem,
this chapter further proposes a novel pre-image method for the SPD kernels and use it
to gain insight into SICE-based brain network analysis.
To verify the proposed approach, this chapter conducts extensive experimental study
on both synthetic data set and rs-fMRI data from the benchmark dataset ADNI 2 . As will
be seen, the results well demonstrate the effectiveness and advantages of our method.
Specifically, the proposed compact representation obtained via the SPD-kernel PCA
achieves superior classification performance to that from linear PCA and the graphical
feature LCC. Also, the proposed pre-image method can effectively recover in the original input space the principal connectivity components identified in a feature space and
enables the visualization and anatomical analysis of these components.
2

http://adni.loni.usc.edu
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In addition, we would like to point out that besides SICE matrices, the proposed
method can be seamlessly applied to the correlation matrices previously mentioned,
because they are also symmetric positive definite. We focus on SICE matrices in this
chapter because SICE matrices model the partial correlations which enjoy theoretical
advantages and generally admit more stable connectivity in comparison with correlation [85].
The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 4.3 details the proposed
SPD-kernel PCA and pre-image method. Section 4.4 presents the experimental results
on synthetic and real rs-fMRI data sets. And finally section 4.5 concludes this chapter.

4.3
4.3.1

Proposed Method
SICE representation using SPD-kernel based PCA

In spite of individual variation, human brains do share common, specific connectivity
patterns across different subjects. Therefore, the SICE matrices used to represent brain
networks shall have similar structures across subjects. This makes them be further restricted into a small subset of the Riemannian manifold of SPD matrices, with a limited
degree of freedom. Inspired by this observation, we aim to extract a compact representation of these SICE matrices for better classification and analysis. Principal component
analysis (PCA) is a commonly used technique to generate a compact representation of
data by exploring a subspace that can best represent the data. Therefore, PCA is a natural choice for our task. However, linear PCA is not expected to work well for the SICE
matrices because it does not consider the manifold structure. Consequently, we adopt
kernel PCA [80] and integrate SPD kernels for similarity measure. This effectively accounts for the manifold structure of SICE matrices when exploring the subspace of the
data. Our method is elaborated as follows.
The SICE method is applied to N subjects to obtain a training set {S1 , S2 , · · · , SN } ⊂
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Sym+
d , where Si is the SICE matrix for the i-th subject. We define the kernel mapping
Φ(·): Sym+
d 7→ F, which cannot be explicitly solved but implicitly induced by a given
SPD kernel. As an extension of PCA, kernel PCA generalizes linear PCA to a kernelinduced feature space F. For the self-containedness of this thesis, we briefly describe
Kernel PCA as follows and the details can be found in [80]. Without loss of generality,
P
it is assumed that Φ(Si ) is centered, i.e. N
i=1 Φ(Si ) = 0, and, as in [80], this can be
easily achieved by simple computation with kernel matrix. Then a N × N kernel matrix
K can be obtained with each entry Kij = hΦ(Si ), Φ(Sj )i = k(Si , Sj ). Kernel PCA first
performs the eigen-decomposition on the kernel matrix: K = UΛU> . The i-th column
of U, denoted by ui , corresponds to the i-th eigenvector, and Λ = diag( λ1 , λ2 , · · · , λN ),
where λi corresponds to the i-th eigenvalue in a descending order. Let ΣΦ denote the
covariance matrix computed by {Φ(Si )}N
i=1 in F. The i-th eigenvector of ΣΦ can be
expressed as:
1
vi = √ Φui ,
λi

(4.1)

where Φ = [Φ(S1 ), Φ(S2 ), . . . , Φ(SN )]. Analogous to linear PCA, for a given SICE
matrix S, Φ(S) can then be projected onto the top m eigenvectors to obtain an mdimensional principal component vector:
>
α = Vm
Φ(S),

where Vm = [v1 , v2 , · · · , vm ]. Note that the i-th component of α, denoted by αi , is
vi> Φ(S). With the kernel trick, it can be computed as:
1
1 >
>
αi = vi> Φ(S) = √ u>
i Φ Φ(S) = √ ui kS ,
λi
λi

(4.2)

where kS = [k(S, S1 ), k(S, S2 ), . . . , k(S, SN )]> . Once α is obtained as a new representation for each SICE matrix, an SVM or k-NN classifier can be trained on α with
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class labels.
In this chapter, we study four commonly used SPD kernels, namely, Cholesky kernel
(CHK) [40], Power Euclidean kernel (PEK) [40], Log-Euclidean kernel (LEK) [3] and
Stein kernel (SK) [88]. The four kernels are all in a form of

k(Si , Sj ) = exp − θ · d2 (Si , Sj ) ,

(4.3)

where d(·, ·) is a kind of distance between two SPD matrices. Different definitions
of d(·, ·) lead to different kernels, and the distance functions in the four kernels are
Cholesky distance [16], Power Euclidean distance [16], Log-Euclidean distance [3] and
root Stein divergence [88], respectively.
The four distance functions and the corresponding kernels are summarized in Table 2.1. They will be applied to SPD-kernel PCA to produce the principal component
vector α.

4.3.2

Pre-image estimation

As will be shown in the experimental study, the principal components α extracted by
the above SPD-kernel PCA offer promising classification performance. Note that α is
fundamentally determined by the m leading eigenvectors v1 , · · · , vm , which capture
the underlying structure of SICE matrices and can be deemed as the building blocks
of this representation of brain connectivity. Therefore, analyzing these eigenvectors is
important for the understanding and interpretation of the obtained principal connectivity
patterns. However, the eigenvectors are derived in F via the implicit kernel mapping
Φ(·), and thus are not readily used for analysis in the input space Sym+
d . To tackle
this issue, we aim to develop a method that can project a data point in the subspace
spanned by the m leading eigenvectors in F back to the input space. This will allow the
visualization of the principal connectivity patterns in the input space for interpretation.
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This is known as the “pre-image” problem of kernel methods in the literature [47, 75,
122]. Unfortunately, existing pre-image methods, such as those in [47, 75], cannot be
applied to our case, because they require an explicit mapping between the Euclidean
distance in F and the Euclidean distance in the input space, which is unavailable when
the SPD kernels are used. In the following, we develop a novel pre-image method for
the SPD kernels to address this issue.
Let Φm (S) denote the projection of Φ(S) into the subspace spanned by the m leading
eigenvectors in F, that is:

Φm (S) =
=

m
X
i=1
m
X

[k>
S

i=1

where M =

Pm

1
>
i=1 λi ui ui

m
X
1
1
√ u>
αi vi =
i kS · √ Φui
λi
λi
i=1

1
> >
ui · u>
i Φ ] = ΦMkS
λi

(4.4)

and recall Φ = [Φ(S1 ), Φ(S2 ), . . . , Φ(SN )] and kS =

[k(S, S1 ), k(S, S2 ), . . . , k(S, SN )]> . Our aim is to find a pre-image Ŝ in the original
input space (that is, Sym+
d ) which best satisfies Φ(Ŝ) = Φm (S). Considering the fact
that Riemannian manifold is locally homeomorphic with a Euclidean space [95], we
model Ŝ by a linear combination3 of its neighboring SICE matrices in Sym+
d . Similar
to the work in [47], we assume that if Si and Sj are close in Sym+
d , then Φ(Si ) and
Φ(Sj ) shall also be close in F. With this assumption, we can obtain the neighbors of Ŝ
in Sym+
d by finding the neighbors of Φm (S) in F.
Specifically, Ŝ is estimated as follows. Firstly, we find a set of nearest neighbors
3

Using linear combination of neighbors may restrict the search space of pre-image and could affect
the reconstruction accuracy. Here we use it for three reasons: i) our experiment on synthetic data (with
ground truth) has demonstrated good reconstruction result; ii) using linear combination can significantly
simplify the optimization problem of pre-image estimation; iii) by using linear combination of neighbors,
we can better enforce the constructed pre-image to follow the underlying distribution of training samples.
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Ω = {Sj }Lj=1 for Ŝ from a training set {Si }N
i=1 by sorting the following distance
d2 (Φm (S), Φ(Si )) ,||Φm (S) − Φ(Si )||2 = ||Φm (S)||2 + ||Φ(Si )||2 − 2Φm (S)> Φ(Si )
!> m
!
m
X
X
=
α i vi
αi vi + k(Si , Si ) − 2 (ΦMkS )> Φ (Si )
=

i=1
m
X

i=1

>
αi2 + k(Si , Si ) − 2k>
S MΦ Φ (Si )

i=1

(By applying Eq. (4.2))
>
=(k>
S − 2kSi )MkS + k(Si , Si ).

(4.5)
This distance can be easily computed because it is fully represented by the kernel functions.
Secondly, we model the pre-image Ŝ by a convex (linear) combination of its neighbors as
Ŝ =

L
X

wj Sj ,

(4.6)

j=1

where Sj ∈ Ω, wj ≥ 0, and

PL

j=1

wj = 1. This convex combination guarantees the

SPD of Ŝ and also makes it be effectively constrained by its L neighbors. Defining
w = [w1 , w2 , · · · , wL ]> , we seek the optimal w by solving

w∗ = arg

min

w≥0; w> 1=1



d2 Φm (S), Φ 


X

wj Sj  .

(4.7)

Sj ∈Ω



P
>
where d2 Φm (S), Φ( Sj ∈Ω wj Sj ) = d2 (Φm (S), Φ(Ŝ)) = (k>
S −2kŜ )MkS +k(Ŝ, Ŝ)
by applying Eq. (4.5) and (4.6). This optimization problem can be efficiently solved
using gradient descent based algorithms. Note that Eq. (5.9) can be used to compute
the pre-image of any data point Φm (S) in F. In addition, when estimating the pre-
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image of a specific eigenvector vi , we can simply set Φm (S) as vi and solve the same
optimization problem in Eq. (5.9). In this case, the objective function reduces to:
d2 (vi , Φ(Si )) =||vi − Φ(Si )||2 = ||vi ||2 + ||Φ(Si )||2 − 2vi> Φ(Si )
>

2
1
Φ(Si ) = 1 + k(Si , Si ) − √ u>
kS .
=1 + k(Si , Si ) − 2 √ Φui
λi
λi i i
(4.8)
Algorithm 4 outlines the proposed pre-image algorithm.
Algorithm 3 Pre-image estimation for Φm (S) in F
Input: A training set {Si }N
i=1 , test data S, m;
Output: Pre-image Ŝ
Find a set of L neighbors Ω = {Sj }Lj=1 for Ŝ by sorting d2 (Φm (S), Φ(Si )), i =
1, · · · , N , according to Eq. (4.5);
2: Solve Eq. (5.9) to obtain w∗ :
P
w∗ = arg minw≥0; w> 1=1 d2 (Φm (S), Φ( Sj ∈Ω wj Sj ));
PL
3: return Ŝ =
j=1 wj Sj .
1:

4.4
4.4.1

Experimental Study
Data preprocessing and experimental settings

Rs-fMRI data of 196 subjects were downloaded from the ADNI website4 in June 2013.
Nine subjects were discarded due to the corruption of data and the remaining 187 subjects were preprocessed for analysis. After removing subjects that had problems in the
preprocessing steps, such as large head motion, 156 subjects were kept, including 26
Alzheimer’s disease (AD), 44 early Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI), 38 late MCI, 38
Normal Controls (NC) and 10 Significant Memory Concern (SMC), labeled by ADNI.
4

http://adni.loni.usc.edu
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We used the 38 NC and the 44 early MCI in this chapter because our focus in this chapter is to identify MCI at very early stage, which is the most challenging and significant
task in AD prediction. The IDs of the 82 (38 NC and 44 early MCI) subjects are provided in the supplementary material. The data are acquired on a 3 Tesla (Philips) scanner
with TR/TE set as 3000/30 ms and flip angle of 80◦ . Each series has 140 volumes, and
each volume consists of 48 slices of image matrices with dimensions 64 × 64 with voxel
size of 3.31 × 3.31 × 3.31 mm3 . The preprocessing is carried out using SPM85 and
DPARSFA [9]. The first 10 volumes of each series are discarded for signal equilibrium. Slice timing, head motion correction and MNI space normalization are performed.
Participants with too much head motion are excluded. The normalized brain images are
warped into automatic anatomical labeling (AAL) [96] atlas to obtain 90 ROIs as nodes.
By following common practice [86, 51, 112], the ROI mean time series are extracted by
averaging the time series from all voxels within each ROI and then band-pass filtered to
obtain multiple sub-bands as in [112].
The functional connectivity networks of 82 participants are obtained by the SICE
method using SLEP [54], with the sparsity levels of λ = [0.1 : 0.1 : 0.9]. For comparison, constrained sparse linear regression (SLR) [112] is also used to learn functional
connectivity networks with the same setting. Functional connectivity networks constructed by SICE and SLR are called “SICE matrices” and “SLR matrices” respectively.
To make full use of the limited subjects, a leave-one-out procedure is used for training
and test. That is, each sample is reserved for test in turn while the remaining samples
are used for training. Both SVM and k-NN are used as the classifier to compare the
classification accuracy of different methods. The parameters used in the following classification tasks of this rs-fMRI data set, including the sparsity level λ, the sub-band of
the time series, the number of eigenvectors m and the regularization parameter of SVM
are tuned by five-fold cross-validation on the training set. θ in all the four SPD kernels
5

http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/
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is empirically set as 0.5, and the k of k-NN is set as 7.

4.4.2

Experimental result

The experiment consists of three parts: 1) Evaluating the classification performance
when the original SICE or SLR matrices are used as the features; 2) Evaluating the
classification performance when the compact representation of SICE or SLR matrices
is used as the features; 3) Investigating the effectiveness of the proposed pre-image
method.
Table 4.1: Classification accuracy (in %) by directly using SICE/SLR matrices as features.
Linear kernel
LEK
SK
CHK
PEK
(vectorized [51])
(proposed)
(proposed)
(proposed)
(proposed)
k-NN

SVM

SLR [112] 53.7 52.4
SICE
57.3 57.3

k-NN

SVM

k-NN

SVM

k-NN

SVM

k-NN

SVM

N.A. Because SLR matrices are not necessarily SPD.
61.0 61.0 63.4 64.6 61.0 62.2 61.0 65.9

Classification using original SICE or SLR matrices
By applying the SICE or SLR method to the rs-fMRI data, we can obtain the SICE or
SLR matrices as the representation of brain networks. These matrices can be directly
used as features to train a classifier. A straightforward way is to vectorize the matrices into high-dimensional vectors as features as in [51], which are then used to train
a linear SVM or k-NN with linear kernel as the similarity measure to search nearest
neighbors to perform classification. Note that linear kernel is Euclidean distance-based
similarity measure. As shown in the second and third columns in Table 4.1 (labeled by
‘linear kernel’), this method produces poor classification performance (lower than 60%)
on both SICE and SLR matrices, be it k-NN or linear SVM is used as the classifier.
Specifically, it only achieves 53.7% for the k-NN classifier using SLR matrices. When
SICE matrices are used, the classification performance is only 57.3% too. The result
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does not change much when a linear SVM is used. The poor classification performance
of this method is largely due to two issues: i) The vectorization ignores the underlying
structure of SICE matrices, and the linear kernel in SVM and in the k-NN classifier
cannot effectively evaluate their similarity and distance; and ii) The “small sample size”
problem occurs because the dimensionality of the resulting feature vectors is high while
the training samples are limited.
In order to effectively consider the manifold geometry of SICE matrices, we employ
the four aforementioned SPD kernels to evaluate the similarity between SICE matrices
and adopt k-NN and SVM classifiers with these kernels to perform classification. As
seen in the columns under “LEK”, “SK”, “CHK”, “PEK” in Table 4.1, the classification
accuracy with respect to each SPD kernel is above 60%, which clearly outperforms
that of their linear counterparts. In particular, PEK obtains 65.9% with SVM as the
classifier, achieving an improvement of 8.6 percentage points over linear SVM. This
well verifies the importance of considering the manifold structure of SICE matrices for
the classification. Note that because SLR matrices are not necessarily SPD, the SPD
kernels cannot be applied. Therefore, no classification result is reported in the row of
“SLR” in Table 4.1.
Table 4.2: Classification accuracy (in %) of compact representation on SICE/SLR matrices.
LCC
Linear PCA
LEK PCA (proposed)
k-NN
SVM
k-NN
SVM
k-NN
SVM
SLR [112] 65.9
64.6
67.1
65.9
N.A.
SICE
65.9
63.4
67.1
68.3
69.5
69.5
SK PCA (proposed) CHK PCA (proposed) PEK PCA (proposed)
k-NN
SVM
k-NN
SVM
k-NN
SVM
SLR [112]
N.A. Because SLR matrices are not necessarily SPD.
SICE
72
73.2
68.3
70.7
72
73.2
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Table 4.3: Classification accuracy (in %) by using original SICE/SLR matrices and preimages of Φm (S) with k-NN.
SLR [112]
SICE
Pre-images of SICE
(LEK, proposed)
Linear kernel 53.7
57.3
68.3
LCC
65.9
65.9
67.1
Pre-images of SICE Pre-images of SICE Pre-images of SICE
(SK, proposed)
(CHK, proposed)
(PEK, proposed)
Linear kernel 67.1
63.4
63.4
LCC
67.1
64.6
68.3
Classification using the compact representation
In this experiment, we compare the classification performance of the compact representation obtained by the proposed SPD-kernel PCA, linear PCA and the method computing local clustering coefficient (LCC) [112]. LCC, as a measure of local neighborhood
connectivity for a node, is defined as the ratio of the number of existing edges between
the neighbors of the node and the number of potential connections between these neighbors [42]. In this case, LCC can map a network, represented by a d × d Adjacency
matrix, to a d-dimensional vector, where d is the number of nodes in the network.
Table 4.2 shows the classification results when using the compact representation of
SICE or SLR matrices using k-NN with Euclidean distance and linear kernel SVM. LCC
achieves 65.9% for both SICE and SLR matrices with k-NN as the classifier. It is better
than the result (53.7% and 57.3% in the second column of Table 4.1) of directly using
the original matrices and is comparable to the result (65.9%) of applying PEK-SVM,
the best one obtained in Table 4.1. When linear PCA is applied to the vectorized SICE
or SLR matrices to extract the top m principal components as features, the classification accuracy increases to 67.1% for both SICE and SLR matrices. This performance
is better than LCC and all the methods in Table 4.1. Such a result indicates the power
of compact representation and also preliminarily justifies our idea of exploring the lower intrinsic dimensions of the SICE matrices. By further taking the SPD property into
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account and using the proposed SPD-kernel PCA to extract the compact representation,
the classification accuracy is significantly boosted up to 73.2% for both SK-PCA and
PEK-PCA, with SVM as the classifier. This achieves an improvement of 4.9 percentage
points (73.2% vs. 68.3%) over linear PCA and 7.3 percentage points (73.2% vs. 65.9%)
over LCC. These results well demonstrate that: i) The obtained compact representation
can effectively improve the generalization of the classifier in the case of limited training samples. ii) It is important to consider the manifold property of SICE matrices in
order to obtain better compact representation. Cross-referencing the SICE results in
Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, SPD-kernel PCA achieves the best classification performance,
i.e. 73.2%, obtaining an improvement of 15.9 percentage points over the linear kernel
method (57.3%, in Table 4.1).
Investigating the proposed pre-image method
The two goals of the pre-image method, which is shown in Algorithm 4, is to estimate
the pre-image of i) Φm (S), which is the projection of Φ(S) into the m leading eigenvectors in F and ii) one single eigenvector vi of SPD-kernel PCA in F.
The motivation of the first goal to recover the pre-image of Φm (S) is inspired by
the property of PCA. It is known that projecting data into the m leading eigenvectors
discards the minor components which often correspond to data noise. Therefore, when
an SICE matrix S is contaminated by noise (and it makes Φ(S) noisy), Φm (S) can be
regarded as a “denoised” version of Φ(S). As a result, if the proposed pre-image method
really works, the recovered pre-image shall be closer to the true inverse covariance
matrix than S is. In the literature, such a property has been extensively used for data
and image denoising [59].
The proposed pre-image method is performed on the real rs-fMRI data. Here we aim
to investigate if the pre-images can boost the classification performance in comparison
with the original SICE matrices based on the assumption that the pre-image of Φm (S)
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can bring some kind of denoising effect. We first estimate the pre-images of Φm (Si ),
Si ∈ {Si }82
i=1 and redo classification using two methods: i) Linear kernel method. As
what we did in the second column of Table 4.1, k-NN classifier is directly applied to
the obtained pre-images with linear kernel as the similarity measure; ii) LCC method.
As what we did in the second column of Table 4.2, LCC is extracted as a feature from
the obtained pre-images and apply k-NN classifier to LCC with Euclidean distance.
The number of leading eigenvectors m is selected by cross-validation from the range of
[1 : 5 : 80] on the training set while the number of neighbors L is empirically set as 20.
In our experiment, we observe that i) A larger L will make the optimization significantly
more time-consuming while the performance of the method remains similar; ii) The
selected value of m is usually in the range of [15 ∼ 35].
Table 4.3 shows the classification result on the pre-images of Φm (Si ), Si ∈ {Si }82
i=1 ,
obtained on the real rs-fMRI data. The classification performance with the pre-images
when SK, LEK, and PEK are used can consistently outperform the classification performance with original SICE or SLR matrices using either linear kernel method or LCC
method. Specifically, the performance of linear kernel method on SICE matrices is
boosted to 68.3% (the fourth column, with pre-images when LEK is used) from 57.3%
(the third column). We believe that the improvement is due to that, by estimating the
pre-images of Φm (Si ) in F, the resulting matrices are more reliable than the original
SICE matrices.
Recall that the leading eigenvectors vi in F capture the underlying structure of SICE
matrices and can be deemed as the building blocks of the representation for brain connectivity. Thus we estimate the pre-image of top eigenvectors vi in F for anatomical
analysis. In this experiment, the pre-images of the top two eigenvectors, which pose the
most significant variance of SICE matrices in F, are visualized in Fig. 4.1. The lobe,
index, and name of each ROI in AAL [96] atlas are listed in Table 4.4. We observe that:
i) Compared with the eigenvectors in linear PCA, the eigenvectors obtained in the SPD-
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(j) Eigenvector 2 of SK PCA

Figure 4.1: The top two eigenvectors extracted in linear PCA (The first row), CHK
PCA (The second row), PEK PCA (The third row), LEK PCA (The fourth row) and
LEK PCA (The fifth row).
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kernel PCA capture richer connection structures. Specifically, as seen from Fig. 4.1(a),
the first eigenvector in linear PCA only presents very weak intra-lobe connections in
frontal and occipital lobes. In contrast, the first eigenvector obtained by each of the
SPD-kernel PCA well captures the intra-lobe connections in all the lobes. Especially,
as indicated in Fig. 4.1(c), (e), (g) and (i), there are strong connections at orbitofrontal
cortex ( ROI index: 8, 19-22), rectus gyrus (23, 24), occipital gyrus (43-48), temporal
gyri (53-58), Hippocampus (65-66) and temporal pole (69-72). Respecting the second
eigenvector, the eigenvectors obtained by the SPD-kernels PCA (Fig. 4.1(d), (f), (h) and
(j)) incorporate both intra-lobe and inter-lobe connections while the eigenvector in linear PCA (Fig. 4.1(b)) mainly captures only intra-lobe connections in occipital lobe; ii)
The pre-images obtained when different SPD kernels are used, as seen in Fig. 4.1(c)-(j),
are very similar with each other with slight variation. This is expected since they all
reflect the underlying manifold structure of SICE matrices. Further exploration of their
clinical interpretation will be included in our future work.

4.4.3

Evaluation of the pre-image method using synthetic data

To further investigate the efficacy of the proposed pre-image method, a synthetic data set
is specially designed for evaluation. The synthetic data set is used for two purposes: i) It
allows the comparison between the recovered pre-image of Φm (·) and the ground truth
inverse covariance matrix, which is not available for real rs-fMRI data; ii) By adjusting
the parameters used to generate the synthetic data, the behavior of the proposed preimage method can be demonstrated. The synthetic data are generated by mimicking the
following data generation process in practice.
(1) Generate a set of 82 covariance matrices of the size of 90 × 90, by sampling a
Wishart distribution 6 [92]. Let Σi (i = 1, · · · , 82) be the i-th covariance matrix
The Wishart distribution is used as Σi ∼ W90 (Σ0 , n), where Σ0 ∈ Sym+
90 is set as a block-wise
covariance matrix for a better illustration of the result, and n is the degree of freedom set as 1000.
6
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Figure 4.2: The performance of the proposed pre-image method on synthetic data set.
(a) The averaged KL divergence between the ground truth inverse covariance matrix
Σ−1 and the original SICE matrix S (labeled by ’original’) or the pre-images Ŝ when
four SPD kernels are used (labeled by ’CHK’, ’PEK’, ’LEK’ and ’SK’, respectively) at
various noise levels with m and L set as 5 and 20, respectively. As indicated, the resulting KL divergence values corresponding to the four SPD kernels are consistently smaller
than KL(Σ−1 , S) at all noise levels. Moreover, the improvement of KL(Σ−1 , Ŝ) over
KL(Σ−1 , S), i.e. KL(Σ−1 , S) − KL(Σ−1 , Ŝ), becomes more significant with increase
of δ. Note that the KL divergence values corresponding to the four kernels are similar
and overlapped in the figure; (b) The improvement of the proposed pre-image method
(using Stein kernel) with various number of leading eigenvectors m when L is set as 20,
and (c) The improvement of the proposed pre-image method (using Stein kernel) with
various number of neighbors L when m is set as 5.
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Figure 4.3: Illustration of the result obtained by our proposed pre-image method. (a)
shows a ground truth inverse covariance matrix Σ−1 , (b) plots the original SICE matrix
S and (c) shows the estimated pre-image Ŝ of Φm (S). As seen, Ŝ is more similar to Σ−1
in comparison with S, indicating that the proposed pre-image method brings some kind
of denoising effect.
and its inverse Σ−1
i will be used as a ground truth inverse covariance matrix;
(2) A set of 130 vectors are randomly sampled from each normal distribution N (0, Σi ),
where i = 1, · · · , 82;
(3) Gaussian noise is added to each set of 130 vectors to simulate that the data are
contaminated. The noise level is denoted by δ;
(4) A sample-based covariance matrix C is computed by using each set of the (noisy)
130 vectors and 82 covariance matrices are obtained in total. They are denoted as
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C1 , C1 , · · · , C82 ;
(5) Apply the SICE method to each Ci to obtain the SICE matrix, and they are collectively denoted by {Si }82
i=1 . These SICE matrices form the synthetic data set.
Note that they are affected by the noise added in Step 3.
From the synthetic data set {Si }82
i=1 , every Si is selected in turn as the test data
and the remainder are used as the training set. Algorithm 4 is then applied to estimate the pre-image Ŝi for Φm (Si ). Then the recovered pre-image Ŝi and the test data
Si are compared, respectively, with the ground truth inverse covariance matrix Σ−1
i
prepared in Step 1. This is to see whether Ŝi is really closer to Σ−1
than Si . Foli
lowing the literature [89], we use Kullback-Liebler (KL) divergence to compare Ŝi (or
Si ) with Σ−1
i . Given a pair of SPD matrices Σ1 and Σ2 , KL divergence measures
the similarity of two Gaussians N (µ1 , Σ1 ) and N (µ2 , Σ2 ). It can be used to measure the similarity between the two SPD matrices by relating them to the covariance
matrices and setting the means as zero. KL divergence in our case is expressed as
−1
KL(Σ1 , Σ2 ) = tr(Σ−1
2 Σ1 ) − log det(Σ2 Σ1 ) − d, where d is the number of network

nodes. It is nonnegative and a smaller divergence indicates that these two matrices are
more similar.
The result is shown in Fig. 4.2. As seen in Fig. 4.2(a), KL(Σ−1 , Ŝ) (averaged over
all 82 test cases and with m and L set as 5 and 20, respectively.) is consistently lower
than KL(Σ−1 , S) for all the different noise levels and the SPD kernels used in the
kernel PCA. This result suggests that the obtained pre-image Ŝ is closer to the ground
truth inverse covariance matrix Σ−1 in comparison with the original SICE matrix S.
Relating back to the idea that we use to design this experiment, this result shows that
the proposed pre-image method indeed works. Also, the improvement of KL(Σ−1 , Ŝ)
over KL(Σ−1 , S), i.e. KL(Σ−1 , S) − KL(Σ−1 , Ŝ), becomes more significant with the
increase of the noise level δ introduced in Step 3 of the synthetic data generation process.
To demonstrate the result obtained by the proposed pe-image method, an example is
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given in Fig. 4.3, where Fig. 4.3(a) shows a ground truth inverse covariance matrix
Σ−1 , Fig. 4.3(b) plots the estimated SICE matrix S and Fig. 4.3(c) shows the pre-image
Ŝ of Φm (S). As seen, Ŝ is more similar to Σ−1 in comparison with S.
As indicated in Algorithm 4, the number of leading eigenvectors m and the number
of neighbors L are two important parameters. We evaluate how the performance of the
proposed pre-image method will change with these two parameters. Stein kernel is taken
as an example. Fig. 4.2(b) and Fig. 4.2(c) show the improvement, i.e. KL(Σ−1 , S) −
KL(Σ−1 , Ŝ), of our method with different m and L, respectively. As seen in Fig. 4.2(b),
when L is set as constant 20, the improvement first increases with m and then decreases,
achieving the highest value when m is five. This is because the first several leading
eigenvectors vi in F represent the dominant network structures of the network while
the following ones intend to characterize more detailed structures which are vulnerable
to noise. As a result, with the increasing value of m, the components often correspond
to noise. Therefore, when m > 5, noisy components could be included, and this reduces
the magnitude of the improvement. At the same time, note that the improvement does
consistently hold although its magnitude is reduced. Fig. 4.2(c) shows that, when m is
fixed at 5, the improvement with the increase of L becomes saturated when L = 20.
P
P
This is because the constraint of Lj=1 wj = 1 in Ŝ = Lj=1 wj Sj (Eq.(4.6)) imposes
the sparsity of wj , limiting the actual number of neighbors Sj used to estimate Ŝ. Based
on our experience, a relatively large initial number of L is recommended, e.g. one fourth
P
of the number of training samples, and the constraint of Lj=1 wj = 1 will implicitly
and automatically select a small set of Sj by setting most wj as zero.

Table 4.4: The name and lobe of each ROI in Fig. (4.1).
Lobe

ROI

ROI name

ROI

index
1

index
Frontal Sup L

2
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frontal

ROI name

Frontal Sup R

parietal

occipital

3

Frontal Sup Orb L

4

Frontal Sup Orb R

5

Frontal Mid L

6

Frontal Mid R

7

Frontal Mid Orb L

8

Frontal Mid Orb R

9

Frontal Inf Oper L

10

Frontal Inf Oper R

11

Frontal Inf Tri L

12

Frontal Inf Tri R

13

Frontal Inf Orb L

14

Frontal Inf Orb R

15

Supp Motor Area L

16

Supp Motor Area R

17

Olfactory L

18

Olfactory R

19

Frontal Sup Medial L

20

Frontal Sup Medial R

21

Frontal Mid Orb L

22

Frontal Mid Orb R

23

Rectus L

24

Rectus R

25

Paracentral Lobule L

26

Paracentral Lobule R

27

Parietal Sup L

28

Parietal Sup R

29

Parietal Inf L

30

Parietal Inf R

31

SupraMarginal L

32

SupraMarginal R

33

Angular L

34

Angular R

35

Precuneus L

36

Precuneus R

37

Calcarine L

38

Calcarine R

39

Cuneus L

40

Cuneus R

41

Lingual L

42

Lingual R

43

Occipital Sup L

44

Occipital Sup R

45

Occipital Mid L

46

Occipital Mid R

47

Occipital Inf L

48

Occipital Inf R

49

Fusiform L

50

Fusiform R

51

Heschl L

52

Heschl R

53

Temporal Sup L

54

Temporal Sup R

55

Temporal Mid L

56

Temporal Mid R

temporal

86

57

Temporal Inf L

58

Temporal Inf R

59

Cingulum Ant L

60

Cingulum Ant R

61

Cingulum Mid L

62

Cingulum Mid R

63

Cingulum Post L

64

Cingulum Post R

65

Hippocampus L

66

Hippocampus R

67

ParaHippocampal L

68

ParaHippocampal R

69

Temporal Pole Sup L

70

Temporal Pole Sup R

71

Temporal Pole Mid L

72

Temporal Pole Mid R

73

Insula L

74

Insula R

75

Amygdala L

76

Amygdala R

77

Caudate L

78

Caudate R

sub cortical 79

Putamen L

80

Putamen R

81

Pallidum L

82

Pallidum R

83

Thalamus L

84

Thalamus R

85

Precentral L

86

Precentral R

87

Rolandic Oper L

88

Rolandic Oper R

89

Postcentral L

90

Postcentral R

limbic

insula

central

4.5

Conclusion

Recently, sparse inverse covariance matrix (SICE) has been used as a representation of
brain connectivity to classify Alzheimer’s disease and normal controls. However, its
high dimensionality can adversely affect the classification performance. Taking advantage of the SPD property of SICE matrices, this chapter uses SPD-kernel PCA to extract
principal components to obtain a compact representation for classification. this chapter
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also proposes a pre-image estimation algorithm, which allows visualization and analysis
of the extracted principal connectivity patterns in the input space. The efficacy of the
proposed method is verified by extensive experimental study on synthetic data and real
rs-fMRI data from the ADNI.
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Chapter 5
Sample-adaptive Integration of
Multiple SICE Matrices
This chapter proposes a subject-adaptive method to integrate multiple SICE networks as
a unified representation for classification. The integration weight is learned adaptively
for each subject in order to endow the method with the flexibility in dealing with subject variations. Furthermore, to respect the manifold geometry of SICE networks, Stein
kernel is employed to embed the manifold structure into a kernel-induced feature space,
which allows a linear integration of SICE networks to be designed. The optimization of
the integration weight and the classification of the integrated networks are performed via
a sparse representation framework. Through the proposed method, this chapter provides
a unified and effective network representation that is transparent to the sparsity level of
SICE networks, and can be readily utilized for further medical analysis. Experimental
study on ADHD and ADNI data sets demonstrates that the proposed integration method
achieves notable improvement of classification performance in comparison with methods using a single sparsity level of SICE networks and other commonly used integration
methods, such as Multiple Kernel Learning.
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5.1

Motivation

The last chapter and previous studies have shown the great potential of SICE networks for analyzing brain connectivity patterns [45, 71, 62, 60] and diagnosing brain diseases [37, 6, 77, 123]. For each subject, the SICE method naturally produces a set of
connectivity networks by specifying different sparsity regularization parameters. Monotonic increase of this parameter would lead to gradually sparser networks. Sparse connectivity networks present the stronger connectivities while dense ones also include
weaker connectivities. In this case, at which sparsity level the SICE network should be
used for classification becomes a critical issue, because different connectivity patterns
could possess different discriminative power. A common practice is to select one sparsity level from this set of networks [60, 6, 77] and ignore other sparsity levels. However,
there are at least two drawbacks with this approach: 1) It does not fully exploit the
information contained in these ignored sparsity levels; 2) The selection of the most appropriate sparsity level is usually carried out by multi-fold cross-validation, which often
has high computational complexity and becomes unreliable when the sample size is
small.
We argue that SICE networks with different sparsity levels could provide complementary information that is of great value for classifying the SICE networks. They
should be jointly considered in order to improve the discriminative power. Also, this
will circumvent the rigid selection of a single sparsity level. To this end, a straightforward method might be to concatenate the features extracted from these SICE networks.
However, this method suffers from two limitations: 1) not all the extracted features are
sufficiently discriminative; and 2) this method treats each network separately and indiscriminately, failing to integrate them in an inherent and adaptive manner. Another
appealing method may be multiple kernel learning (MKL). However, although MKL
combines multiple kernels from different channels, it ignores the inter-channel information, as will be explained in Section 5.3.5.
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This chapter proposes a learning based framework that integrates a set of SICE networks with the aim of attaining more discriminative power. Our framework has at least
four contributions.
(1) It makes use of the whole spectrum of SICE matrices at different sparsity levels,
which not only improves the classification performance, but also circumvents the
need of presetting the employed sparsity level.
(2) The proposed framework provides subject-adaptive integration of SICE networks.
It is noticed that some sparsity levels that are useful for one subject could become
less useful for another due to the variation of subject-specific characteristics, e.g.,
disease phase, age and gender. In this case, we allow the integration to be subjectadaptive, and achieve this through a sparse representation framework.
(3) Our integration of SICE networks respects the specific geometrical property of
SICE matrix. As known, SICE matrices are symmetric position definite (SPD)
and form a Riemannian manifold [3, 40], which makes a linear combination of
them in the input (Euclidean) space improper. To address this issue, we propose to embed the Riemannian manifold into a reproducing kernel Hilbert space
(RKHS), where linear operations become sufficiently good to handle SICE matrices. This embedding is achieved through SPD-matrix based kernels, such as the
Stein kernel [88]. Following that, a linear combination of multiple SICE networks
is optimized in this kernel induced feature space through the sparse representation
framework mentioned above.
(4) By the integration, our learning framework provides a unique, enhanced, and new
network representation for each subject. Although the integration takes place in
a kernel induced feature space, it is feasible to project the integration result back
into the original network space for visualization and further medical analysis.
This could help to understand the underlying pathophysiology of brain diseases.
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The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 5.2 reviews the SICE algorithm, the properties and measurements of SICE networks and the sparse representation
technique. Section 5.3 details the proposed subject-adaptive integration method and
discusses several issues regarding the proposed method. Section 5.4 presents the experimental results on ADHD and ADNI rs-fMRI data sets. And Section 5.5 concludes this
chapter.
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Figure 5.1: An example of 10 × 10-dimensional SICE networks with different λ values.
The colorbar indicates the strength of connectivities. A smaller λ results in a denser
connectivity network while a larger λ leads to a sparser network.
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5.2
5.2.1

Related Work
Sparse representation

Sparse representation [114] of signals have received intensive attention over the last
decade due to its effectiveness in modeling signals and the robustness in dealing with
corrupted data. Sparse representation aims to search for the sparsest representation of
a signal by using a linear combination of atoms in an overcomplete dictionary. Specifically, given a signal x ∈ Rn and a set of atoms D = [d1 , d2 , · · · , dN ], di ∈ Rn
as a dictionary, the idea of sparse representation is to reconstruct signal x by using
a few atoms in dictionary D. The sparse representation coefficient of x, denoted as
α = [α1 , α2 , · · · , αN ]> , can be obtained by solving the following problem:
∗

α = arg min

α∈RN

kx−

N
X

αi di k22 +γ k α k1

(5.1)

i=1

where the first term of Eq.(5.1) is the reconstruction error of x, and the second term
is used to control the sparsity of the coefficient α. The parameter γ is the tradeoff
parameter used to balance the reconstruction error and sparsity. A larger γ leads to a
sparser solution. Kernel-based sparse representation (KSR) [23] extends the concept of
sparse representation from a vector space to a kernel-induced feature space F. KSR
shares the same form of Eq.(5.1) except that both the signal and the atoms become the
mapped features in F.

5.3
5.3.1

Proposed Method: SASNI
Problem formulation

As previously mentioned, the SICE representation naturally leads to a set of networks
with different sparsity levels. Each sparsity level of the network captures specific con93

SPD kernel
Mapping

F

F

Manifold

(b)

(a)

(c)

Figure 5.2: Illustration of the proposed SICE network integration method. (a) a set of
SICE networks with various sparsity (denoted by green dots) residing on a Riemannian
manifold can be obtained for a single subject; (b) the SICE networks are mapped to a
kernel-induced feature space F by using a SPD kernel. Then the mapped networks in F
are convexly combined as a unified representation φ(fβ (X)) (denoted by a red dot); (c)
the unified representation is sparsely represented by the atoms (denoted by blue dots) in
F.
nectivity patterns, which are different from that of other sparsity levels. Therefore, when
the final aim is to classify different groups of subjects, such as subjects with ADHD versus healthy controls, multiple sparsity levels of connectivity networks should be jointly
considered and integrated. By doing so, the complementary and discriminative information of the connectivity patterns from multiple sparsity levels could be fully explored
to boost the classification performance.
To integrate multiple sparsity levels of SICE networks, a natural approach is linear
combination. However, as previously mentioned, linearly combining manifold data in
a Euclidean space fails to respect the non-linear structure of the Riemannian manifold
and could lead to spurious result, such as the swelling effect [3]. Accounting for the
manifold structure of SICE networks, we propose a method that conducts such an integration in a kernel-induced feature space F. Firstly, multiple sparsity levels of SICE
networks from the same subject are mapped into F by a non-linear mapping function
φ(·) : Sym+
d → F. This φ(·) mapping brings at least two advantages. 1) The Riemannian manifold geometry has been well considered by using distance functions specially
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designed for SPD matrices, such as the Stein divergence; 2) The images of SICE matrices can be linearly processed in the kernel-induced feature space F. After the mapping,
we utilize a convex combination to integrate multiple φ-mapped SICE networks in F.
Convex combination constrains the resulting network to lie in the convex hull of these
φ-mapped SICE networks, implicitly making the solution better comply to the local distribution of these networks. Specifically, let X = {X1 , X2 , · · · , XM }, Xi ∈ Sym+
d,
denote the SICE networks of one subject at M different sparsity levels and f (X) denote
the combined network of X with implicit functionf . The convex combination is carried
out in the following manner:

Φ=

M
X

βj φ(Xj )

j=1

subject to:

M
X

(5.2)

βj = 1; βj ≥ 0.

j=1

where β = [β1 , β2 , · · · , βM ]> is the combination coefficient of function f . Instead
of applying a uniform β to all the subjects, we assign a subject-adaptive β for each
subject. We argue that the discriminative power of SICE networks at different sparsity
levels may not necessarily be uniform across all the subjects. This can be intuitively
understood by the following considerations. 1) Although sharing the same class label,
the patient subjects could be experiencing different stages of the disease. As a result,
disease-induced alterations in the brain networks will be different across subjects. 2)
The brain networks may demonstrate differences across subjects due to different age,
gender, etc. Thus, we propose to adaptively optimize β for each subject to handle such
variation as follows.
To solve β, this chapter extends the kernel-based sparse representation (KSR) [23].
The original KSR is used to obtain the sparse representation coefficient α only. In
this chapter, we develop it to optimize the integration coefficients β and the sparse
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representation coefficient α simultaneously. The proposed method is called sampleadaptive SICE network integration (SASNI).
Let D = {D1 , D2 , · · · , DN }, Dj ∈ Sym+
d , denote a dictionary with N SPD matrices. Note that Xi and Dj are both SICE matrices, however, Xi denotes the i-th
SICE matrix of a test subject while Dj denotes the j-th atom of the dictionary, which is
formed by SICE matrices from training subjects in this chapter. The objective function
of SASNI is formulated as follows.
arg min

α∈RN ,β

subject to:

kΦ−

N
X

αi φ(Di ) k22 +γ k α k1

i=1
M
X

(5.3)

βj = 1; βj ≥ 0.

j=1

The first term of Eq.(5.3) is the reconstruction error of Φ, and the second term is used
to control the sparsity of α.
Figure 5.2 illustrates the proposed method: (a) a set of SICE networks with various
sparsity (denoted by green dots) residing on a Riemannian manifold can be obtained for
a single subject; (b) the SICE networks are mapped to a kernel-induced feature space
F by using SPD kernels. Then the mapped networks in F are convexly combined as a
unified representation (denoted by a red dot); (c) the unified representation is sparsely
represented by the atoms (denoted by blue dots) in F. How to solve the combination
coefficient β and the sparse representation coefficient α and how they can be used for
classification will be elaborated in the following parts.

5.3.2

Solving the optimization problem

As known in kernel methods, the kernel mapping φ is usually too complicated to be
explicitly computed. Therefore, we need to bypass the mapping φ in Eq.(5.3). With the
kernel property of k(A, B) = φ(A)> φ(B), the first term in Eq.(5.3) can be expanded
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as:
kΦ−

N
X

αi φ(Di )

k22 =Φ> Φ

−2

i=1

N
X

>

αi Φ φ(Di ) +

N X
N
X

i=1

αi αj φ(Di )> φ(Dj )

i=1 j=1

(5.4)

(Substitute Φ with Eq.(5.2) )
=β > K(X, X)β − 2α> K(D, X)β + α> K(D, D)α

where K(X, X) = [k(Xi , Xj )]M ×M , K(D, X) = [k(Di , Xj )]N ×M and K(D, D) =
[k(Di , Dj )]N ×N . Note that, as shown in Eq.(5.4), the objective in Eq.(5.3) is a function of both α and β. It can be proved that the objective function is jointly convex on
both of α and β. To find the optima for α and β, we devise an iterative procedure
that monotonically decreases the objective by alternately optimizing one variable at a
time while keeping the other fixed. Specifically, at the t-th iteration, we first optimize
the objective in Eq.(5.3) over α with β fixed. In this case, β > K(X, X)β reduces to a
constant and Eq.(5.3) can be rewritten as follows:
α(t) = arg min

α∈RN

− 2α> K(D, X)β (t) + α> K(D, D)α + γ k α k1

(5.5)

The objective of Eq.(5.5) is a quadratic function and convex with respect to α. This
optimization problem can be efficiently solved via existing packages, such as SPAMS [56]. After obtaining α(t) , β can be updated in a similar manner by optimizing the
following problem:
>

β (t) = arg min β > K(X, X)β − 2α(t) K(D, X)β
β

subject to:

M
X

(5.6)
βj = 1; βj ≥ 0.

j=1

This optimization problem can be solved by the reduced gradient descent method as
in [72] to handle the convex constrain. α and β are optimized alternately until a stop97

ping criterion is satisfied. There are two commonly used stopping criteria: i) a predefined threshold on the difference of consecutive objective function values is met; and ii)
the maximum iteration number is reached.
Note that as the original KSR [23], there is no training stage in the proposed method,
and the training subjects are used as the atoms in the dictionary D. α and β are optimized individually for each test subject, so they are adaptive for different test subjects.
This subject-adaptivity of β enhances the flexibility of SASNI to integrate multiple networks across subjects, and in turn improves the effectiveness of SASNI.

# sub
Control
ADHD
Age
Male
Female

# sub
Control
ADHD
Age
Male
Female

5.3.3

Table 5.1: Summary of the ADHD-200 data set.
Training Data Set
KKI NeuroImage NYU OHSU Peking Pittsburgh
83
48
216
79
194
89
61
23
98
42
116
89
22
25
118
37
78
0
8-13 11-22
7-18 7-12 8-17
10-20
46
31
140
43
144
46
37
17
76
36
50
43
Test Data Set
KKI NeuroImage NYU OHSU Peking Pittsburgh
11
25
41
34
51
9
8
14
12
28
27
5
3
11
29
6
24
4
8-12 13-26
7-17 7-12 8-15
14-17
10
12
28
17
32
7
1
13
13
17
19
2

WashU
59
59
0
7-22
32
27
Brown
26
N.A.
N.A.
8-18
9
17

Classification based on SASNI

With the obtained sparse representation coefficient α, a test sample can be classified in
multiple manners. If the atoms in the dictionary are not associated with class labels, the
sparse representation coefficient can be treated as a feature vector, and a classifier, such
as support vector machine (SVM), can be trained with the feature vectors of training
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samples. The class label of a test sample is then predicted by feeding its feature vector
to the trained classifier. If the atoms in the dictionary are associated with class labels,
i.e., the atoms are just the training samples, the sparse representation coefficient can be
directly used to classify a test sample through calculating class-specific residue. This
approach is denoted as sparse representation based classification (SRC) in [114] and
also used in this chapter. SRC takes the assumption that the samples from the same
class do lie in a subspace. In this case, any new (test) sample from the same class shall
approximately lie in the span of the training samples and can therefore be sufficiently
represented by the training samples from the same class. Then the class-specific reconstruction residue can be calculated by using the sparse representation coefficients and
the training samples associated with each class. Eventually, the test sample is assigned
to the class with the minimal class-specific reconstruction residue. SRC has been used
in some generic image classification tasks, such as face recognition [114] and object
categorization [33, 52], and has demonstrated its effectiveness and high efficiency.
Specifically, in this chapter, once the combination coefficients β and the sparse representation coefficient α are obtained by optimizing Eq.(5.3), a new (test) sample X will
be assigned to the class with the minimum reconstruction residue. The reconstruction
residue of Φ for class i can be computed as follows:

i (Φ) =k Φ −

N
X

αj δ(l(j) − i)φ(Dj ) k22
(5.7)

j=1
>
= β > K(X, X)β − 2α̃>
i K(D, X)β + α̃i K(D, D)α̃i .

where l(j) is the label of the j-th atom Dj , δ(k) is the Kronecker delta function, which
is one when k is zero, and zero otherwise, and α̃i = α
i), · · · , δ(l(N ) − i)]> , with

[δ(l(1) − i), δ(l(2) −

indicating element-wise product. Based on Eq. (5.7),
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the final label of X is determined as follows:
l(X) = arg min i (Φ)
i

(5.8)

Algorithm 4 outlines the proposed method SASNI.
Algorithm 4 Proposed subject-adaptive SICE network integration (SASNI).
Input: A training sample set D = {D1 , D2 , · · · , DN }; A test sample X =
{X1 , X2 , · · · , XM }; γ, the maximum iteration number T and the threshold τ .
Output: l(X), β ∗ , α∗ ;
1: Initialize β0 , α0 , t = 0, Obj0 = inf ;
2: repeat
3:
t = t + 1;
4:
Update β (t) according to Eq.(5.6) with α(t−1) ;
5:
Update α(t) according to Eq.(5.5) with β (t) ;
6:
Update Objt according to Eq.(5.3);
7: until t ≥ T or | Objt−1 − Objt |≤ τ ;
8: return l(X) = arg mini i (X),
β ∗ = β (t) , α∗ = α(t) .

5.3.4

Projection back to the original space

The integrated network provides a unified network representation for each subject and
therefore it is worthy to visualize for future analysis. However, as shown above, the
integration takes place in a kernel-induced feature space. As a result, it needs to be
projected back into the original space. For this purpose, we use a kernel pre-image estimation method to recover the integrated network in the original input space. The idea is
to model the pre-image, denoted as Ŝ, of the integrated network Φ by a linear combinaP
tion of its neighboring SICE matrices in Sym+
d , i.e., Ŝ =
Sj ∈Ω wj Sj , where Ω denotes
a set of neighboring SICE networks and wj denotes the combination weight. Note that
the neighboring SICE networks can be found by measuring similarities between Φ and
φ (Si ) in the kernel-induced feature space. The optimal w can be obtained by solving
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the following optimization problem using gradient descent based algorithms.

w∗ = arg

min

w≥0; w> 1=1

k Φ − φ


X

wj Sj  k22

(5.9)

Sj ∈Ω

The objective function in Eq.(5.9) can be further reorganized into terms of kernel matrices as in Eq.(5.10).

k Φ − φ


X

wj Sj  k22

Sj ∈Ω


=β > K(X, X)β − 2K 


X

wj Sj , X β + k 

Sj ∈Ω

5.3.5




X
Sj ∈Ω

wj S,

X

(5.10)

wj Sj 

Sj ∈Ω

Discussion

Comparison between MKL and SASNI
Multiple kernel learning (MKL) has been regarded as a promising technique for integrating multiple data sources [25]. It can also be used to integrate multiple sparsity
levels of brain networks. Here we discuss the similarity and difference between MKL
and the proposed SASNI. The idea of MKL is to search for an integration of base kernel functions that maximizes a generalized performance measure, such as structural
risk minimization [25]. Formally, let X = {X1 , X2 , · · · , XM } denote M data sources.
MKL uses the concatenation of mapped features as the integrated feature representation:
√
√
√
ΦX = [ ω1 φ(X1 ), ω2 φ(X2 ), · · · , ωM φ(XM )]>
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where ω = [ω1 , ω2 , · · · , ωM ]> is the integration coefficient. The dot product in the
integrated feature space gives the integrated kernel:
hΦXp , ΦXq i
√
√
√
√
√
√
=[ ω1 φ(Xp1 ), ω2 φ(Xp2 ), · · · , ωM φ(XpM )] · [ ω1 φ(Xq1 ), ω2 φ(Xq2 ), · · · , ωM φ(XqM )]>
=

M
X

ωj k(Xpj , Xqj )

j=1

(5.11)
In contrast, the integration of SASNI is carried out in the following manner:

ΦX =

M
X

βj φ(Xj )

j=1

and the dot product in the integrated feature space is:

hΦ , Φ i =
Xp

Xq

M X
M
X

βi β j k(Xpi , Xqj )

(5.12)

i=1 j=1

By cross-referring Eq.(5.11) and Eq.(5.12), we can identify that:
(1) The similarity of MKL and SASNI is that both of them adopt multiple data
sources in a kernel-induced feature space F.
(2) The difference between MKL and SASNI is that MKL only considers the similarity between samples from the same data source, i.e. Xpj and Xqj , j ∈ [1, M ]. In
contrast, SASNI explores all pairs of data sources, i.e. Xip and Xjq , i, j ∈ [1, M ] to
measure the similarity between two samples. Thus SASNI admits more flexibility
to incorporate cross-source information.
At the same time, note that the proposed method specially caters for brain network
data where cross-source data can be compared, and MKL is a more general method for
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combining different data sources.
Convergence Analysis and Computational Complexity
As outlined in Algorithm 4, the optimization problem defined in Eq.(5.3) is solved by a
commonly used alternate optimization strategy which alternately minimizes the objective function with respect to one of the two variables, i.e. the combination coefficient
β and the sparse representation coefficient α. Considering the two facts 1) these two
variables are iteratively optimized to decrease the same objective function monotonically; and 2) the objective function is lower bounded by zero, the optimization problem
defined in Eq.(5.3) is guaranteed to converge. Also, it can be proved that the objective
function is jointly convex over both β and α. Therefore, the final solution is guaranteed
to be a global optimum. The experimental results show that employing this optimization
strategy has already been able to achieve promising performance.
The main computational cost of the proposed method is twofold: kernel computation and optimization. As indicated in Eq.(5.4), K(X, X), K(D, X) and K(D, D) can
be precomputed before the optimization. The time complexity of computing different
kernel functions over a pair of d × d SICE matrices is listed in Table 2.1. It can be
seen that when the Stein kernel (SK) is used, the time complexity involved in calculating the kernel matrices K(X, X), K(D, X) and K(D, D) is O(M 2 d2.373 ), O(M N d2.373 )
and O(N 2 d2.373 ), respectively, where M indicates the number of sparsity levels of connectivity networks and N indicates the number of atoms used to reconstruct X. In
terms of the optimization, either β or α is obtained by solving a quadratic programming (QP) problem. Let O (QP (n)) denote the computational complexity to solve
a convex QP problem with n variables and T denote the number of iterations performed in the optimization process. The optimization complexity can be expressed as
O (T (QP (M ) + QP (N ))). Once β and α are optimized, the class label of X can be
quickly assigned according to Eq.(5.7) and Eq.(5.8). Therefore, the overall time com103


plexity of SASNI for each test subject is O T (QP (M ) + QP (N )) + (M 2 + M N +

2
2.373
N )· d
. In our experiment, a single subject can be classified in less than one second
on a desktop computer with 3.6 GHz CPU and 32 GB memory.
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Figure 5.3: Comparison of classification performance between different methods using
a single sparsity level of SICE network on ADHD-200 data set. LCC indicates that local
clustering coefficient is extracted for classification. CHK, EUK, LEK, PEK, SK denote
the five SPD kernels summarized in Table 2.1.

Non-subject-adaptive variants of SASNI
In SASNI, the integration coefficient β is adaptively assigned to each subject to handle
the variation of the utility of different sparsity levels across subjects. Then a question
arises naturally: how will the classification performance be if a uniform β is applied
for all the subjects to integrate multiple SICE networks at different sparsity levels? To
answer this question, we explore two non-subject-adaptive integration variants and conduct a comparison between them and the proposed subject-adaptive counterpart in our
experiment (see Section 5.4.2). The first variant is to treat each sparsity level equally and
set each entry of β to 1/M , where M is the total number of sparsity levels to integrate.
This method, called ‘MeanC’, can be intuitively understood as using the geometrical
center of the networks in the kernel-induced feature space F as the representation of
the network set. The second method is to learn a fixed β based on the training data set.
To do this, the training data set is split into two folds, one fold as dictionary and the
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other fold as the validation set. A fixed β is learned in a similar manner as introduced
in Section 5.3. The only difference is the reconstruction error defined in Eq. (5.3) is
calculated over the subjects in the validation set only. Therefore, the objective function
becomes:
arg min

α∈RN ,β

subject to:

P
X

p

k φ(fβ (X )) −

p=1
M
X

N
X

αi φ(Di ) k22 + γ k α k1

i=1

(5.13)

βj = 1; βj ≥ 0.

j=1

where P denotes the total number of subjects in the validation set. Eq. (5.13) can be
solved in the same way as introduced in Section 5.3. Once a fixed β is learned, it will
be applied to all the subjects in the test sets to perform classification. This method is
called ‘FixedTrainC’.

5.4
5.4.1

Experimental Study
Data preprocessing and experimental settings

Two rs-fMRI data sets are used to verify the effectiveness of the proposed method SASNI. One data set is ADHD-200 provided by the Neuro Bureau for differentiating Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD) from healthy control subjects. ADHD-200
consists of 768 training subjects and 197 test subjects1 collected from eight independent
imaging sites. The summary of this data set is provided in Table 5.1. The rs-fMRI data are processed with Athena pipeline. Specifically, the first four echo-planar imaging
(EPI) volumes are removed for signal equilibrium and then slice timing, orientation and
motion correction are performed. Each rs-fMRI image is co-registered to T1 image and
1

The labels of 26 subjects from Brown University in the test set are not released yet. They are not
included in our performance evaluation.
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warped into MNI space at 4 × 4 × 4 mm3 resolution. The time series of 90 brain nodes
in gray matter are extracted from the preprocessed data using the automated anatomical
labeling (AAL) [96] atlas. Detailed preprocessing descriptions and the processed time
series are available at Neuro Bureau website2 .
The other data set is ADNI data set downloaded from the following website http:
//adni.loni.usc.edu with the aim of identifying Mild Cognitive Impairment (MCI), which is very early stage of Alzheimer’s disease, from healthy controls. There
are 38 healthy controls and 44 MCIs. The data are acquired on a 3 Tesla (Philips)
scanner with TR/TE set as 3000/30 ms and flip angle of 80◦ . Each series has 140 volumes, and each volume consists of 48 slices of 64 × 64 dimensional image matrices
at 3.31 × 3.31 × 3.31 mm3 resolution. The preprocessing is carried out using SPM83
and DPARSFA [9]. The first 10 volumes of each series are discarded for signal equilibrium. Similar with ADHD-200, slice timing, head motion correction and MNI space
normalization are performed. Participants with too much head motion are excluded.
The normalized brain images are warped into AAL atlas to obtain 90 ROIs as nodes.
The ROI mean time series are extracted by averaging the time series from all voxels
within each ROI and then band-pass filtered to obtain the most discriminative frequency
band as in [112].
For both of the ADHD-200 and ADNI data sets, the functional connectivity networks are obtained by the SICE method using SLEP [54]. Nine sparsity levels of SICE
matrices are obtained for each subject by setting λ = [0.1 : 0.1 : 0.9]. For the ADHD200 data set, the predefined training/test sets are used while a leave-one-out procedure
is used for ADNI data set to make full use of the limited subjects. For both of the
data sets, the dictionary is made up by all the SICE matrices of the training subjects.
The parameters used in the classification tasks of these two data sets, including θ in the
SPD kernels, γ, and the regularization parameter of SVM are tuned by using five-fold
2
3

http://neurobureau.projects.nitrc.org/ADHD200/Introduction.html
http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/software/
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cross-validation on the training set.
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Figure 5.4: Comparison of classification performance between single sparsity level SRC
and the proposed SASNI on ADHD-200 data set.

5.4.2

Experimental result

This experiment consists of the following eight parts:
(1) Evaluation of using a single sparsity level on ADHD-200 data set;
(2) Evaluation of the proposed SASNI on ADHD-200 data set;
(3) Comparison with other state-of-the-art methods on ADHD-200 data set;
(4) Comparison with other integration schemes on ADHD-200 data set;
(5) Comparison with non-subject-adaptive integration variants on ADHD-200 data
set;
(6) Evaluation of the proposed SASNI on ADNI data set.
(7) Visualization of the integrated brain networks;
(8) Convergence Evaluation.
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Evaluation of using a single sparsity level on ADHD-200 data set
Before applying the proposed method to integrating different sparsity levels of brain
networks, we first evaluate the performance of a single sparsity level of brain network.
In this case, the brain network of one subject is represented as a single SPD matrix,
which can be used to train a classifier in multiple manners. The following three common manners are evaluated in this experiment. A straightforward way is to extract
graphical features from the network, such as the local clustering coefficient (LCC) feature in [112], and then train SVM with these features. LCC, as a measure of local
neighborhood connectivity for a node, is defined as the ratio of the number of existing edges between the neighbors of the node and the number of possible connections
between these neighbors [42]. In this case, LCC can map a network, represented by a
d × d adjacency matrix, to a d-dimensional vector, where d is the number of nodes in
the network. The second manner is employing one of the five SPD kernels in Table 2.1
to directly evaluate the similarity between SICE matrices and adopt SVM classifier with
these kernels to perform classification. The third manner is using SRC instead of SVM
as the classifier with the same SPD kernel. Figure 5.3 shows the classification results of
these methods on each of nine sparsity levels of SICE networks. As seen, the feature of
LCC (labeled by ‘SVM (LCC)’) produces poor classification with most sparsity levels.
When SPD kernels are used, either with SVM or SRC, the classification performance
can be improved. In particular, the highest accuracy is achieved by SRC with the Stein
kernel (SK), reaching over 69% on the 7th sparsity level.
This demonstrates that: 1) graphical feature of LCC does not sufficiently convey
the discriminative information contained in SICE matrices; 2) SPD kernels can achieve
reasonably good classification performance by considering the manifold property; 3)
using SRC as the classifier and SK as the SPD kernel admits promising classification
performance. The good performance verifies the effectiveness of SRC when dealing
with brain network classification.
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It is also worth noting that the discriminative power of different sparsity levels are
not same. The sparser (4th-9th) levels are generally more discriminative than denser
(1st-3rd) ones. This consolidates our motivation that combining the complementary
information of different sparsity levels could benefit the classification performance.
Evaluation of the proposed SASNI on ADHD-200 data set
SRC with SK achieves the best classification performance when a single sparsity level
is used. It is considered as a baseline and compared to the proposed SASNI method.
In this experiment, we would like to investigate whether the classification performance
can be improved by integrating multiple sparsity levels via SASNI. Note that, SK is also
used as the SPD kernel in SASNI. As seen in Figure 5.4, the yellow bars indicate the
classification performance of SASNI when different sparsity levels of brain networks
are integrated. The tick ‘[1, n]’ on the x-axis means that the n densest levels of brain
networks are integrated. Compared with SRC (with SK) using a single sparsity level,
SASNI can consistently boost the classification performance for all integration settings.
When the top four dense levels are integrated, SASNI achieves an accuracy more than
71%. When the top seven dense levels of SICE matrices are integrated, SASNI achieves
an accuracy of over 72.5%, obtaining an improvement of three percentage points over
SRC with the best single sparsity level.
This demonstrates that integration of multiple sparsity levels could attain more discriminative power and in turn improve the classification performance. As for which
sparsity levels to be integrated, they can be selected by cross-validation on the training data set. An alternative way is just integrating all the sparsity levels since, as seen
in Figure 5.4, the performance of SASNI is insensitive to the combination range when
more than six sparsity levels are integrated.
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Comparison with the state-of-the-art methods on ADHD-200 data set
To the best of our knowledge, in the literature, the highest classification accuracy on
ADHD-200 data set is reported in [14]. That work computed the pairwise correlation of
the time series between brain voxels to model the brain network and extracted multiple
kinds of features from the network. Then a PCA-LDA based classifier is trained with
the extracted features. Table 5.2 provides the classification performance obtained in the
literature [14, 15] and by our proposed SASNI on the whole test set from all imaging
sites. As seen, both the proposed SASNI and [14] outperform [15] by a large margin
in terms of the overall classification performance. Our proposed SASNI method further
exceeds [14] by about three percentage points on the overall test set. In particular,
SASNI achieves better performance on OHSU and Peking test sets and perform equally
on NeuroImage and NYU test sets in comparison with [14]. On the KKI and Pittsburgh
test sets, the performance of SASNI is worse than that of [14]. Note that the number
of subjects in KKI and Pittsburgh test sets is only 11 and 9, respectively. The absolute
difference is only 1∼2 subjects. On other larger test sets, SASNI consistently achieve
better or equal performance in comparison with [14].
Table 5.2: Comparison of classification performance (in%) between the-state-of-the-art
methods and the proposed SASNI on ADHD-200 data set.
# sub
[15]
[14]
SASNI
OHSU
34
82.4
73.5
79.4
Peking
51
58.8
62.7
74.5
NeuroImage
25
48.0
72
72
NYU
41
70.7
70.7
KKI
11
54.6
72.7
63.6
Pittsburgh
9
77.8
55.6
Overall
171
62.8
69.6
72.5
?The classification performance of [15] on NYU and Pittsburgh data sets are not reported.
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Comparison with other integration schemes on ADHD-200 data set
An experiment is carried out to compare the classification performance of the proposed
SASNI method with other integration methods on ADHD-200 data set. These include
MKL and a straightforward concatenation of LCC features from different sparsity levels
(denoted as LCC in Figure 5.5). As reported in Figure 5.5, SASNI consistently outperforms both LCC feature concatenation method and five MKL methods (using each of
the five SPD kernel functions in turn) once the top three or more sparsity levels are
integrated.
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Figure 5.5: Comparison of classification performance between different integration
schemes on ADHD-200 data set.

Comparison with non-subject-adaptive integration variants on ADHD-200 data set
In this experiment, the proposed SASNI is compared with two non-subject-adaptive
variants of SASNI, i.e. ‘MeanC’ and ‘FixedTrainC’ introduced in Section 5.3.5, to investigate the effectiveness of subject-adaptive integration. For ‘FixedTrainC’, the training data set is split into two equal-sized folds as the dictionary and the validation set,
respectively. And the partition of the training data set is repeated 10 times to accumulate statistics. The averaged classification performance is reported in Figure 5.6 in
comparison with that of the ‘MeanC’ and the proposed SASNI method. As seen, the
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SASNI method achieves the best classification performance in comparison with the two
non-subject-adaptive integration methods. This verifies the advantage of the subjectadaptive mechanism. Note that each of the non-subject-adaptive integration methods
outperforms SRC using the best single sparsity level, which indicates that the improved
performance of the proposed SASNI method is attributed to both integration of multiple
sparsity levels and the subject-adaptive mechanism.
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Figure 5.6: Comparison between non-subject-adaptive integration methods and the proposed SASNI on ADHD-200 data set. ‘MeanC’ indicates average combination while
‘FixedTrainC’ indicates that a set of fixed integration coefficients is learned with the
training data set and uniformly applied to all test subjects.

Evaluation of the proposed method on ADNI data set
As previously mentioned, a leave-one-out procedure is used in the classification on ADNI data set, and the averaged accuracy is reported. As seen in Figure 5.7, the superiority
of the proposed SASNI over a single sparsity level based SRC is confirmed again on
ADNI data set. Specifically, when all the nine sparsity levels are integrated, SASNI
outperforms the best single sparsity level based SRC by a large margin of over five
percentage points.
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Figure 5.7: Comparison of classification performance between a single sparsity level
based SRC and the proposed SASNI on ADNI data set.
Visualization of the integrated brain networks
An example of recovered pre-image is shown in Figure 5.8. The 90 ROIs of AAL atlas
are grouped into eight lobes according to the anatomical structure. As seen, evident
block-wise structures are presented. This is expected since the ROIs in the same lobe
have higher chances to be anatomically and functionally connected. Also, most of the
functional abnormalities identified in the literature [15, 13] are within lobes. Especially, as indicated in Figure 8, the most strongest connections include connections within
frontal gyrus, e.g. Superior frontal gyrus dorsolateral-Middle frontal gyrus (4, 8), Middle frontal gyrus orbital part-Inferior frontal gyrus opercular part (9, 11) and connections
between Hippocampus (37∼40), Amygdala (41∼42) and Calcarine (43∼44). An interesting thing this figure presented is that the same parts in left and right brain are often
closely functionally connected. For example, the connections between Inferior frontal
gyrus orbital part in left brain and Inferior frontal gyrus orbital part in right brain (15,
16), and the connection between Rolandic operculum in left brain and Rolandic operculum in right brain (17, 18). This is probably due to the extensive cooperation between
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the left and right brain in many functions. Since the experimental study has demonstrated that the integrated network possesses more discriminative power in comparison
with a network corresponding to a single sparsity level, the recovered pre-image in the
original space may reveal more disease-related connectivity patterns. In this sense, the
visualization of the integrated brain networks provides medical specialist a new perspective to conduct analysis of the brain networks and this may promote understanding
the underlying pathophysiology of brain diseases.

Figure 5.8: An example of the recovered pre-image of the integrated network.

Convergence Evaluation
As discussed in Section 5.3.5, the alternate optimization of the sparse representation
coefficient α and the combination coefficient β is guaranteed to converge. Here, we
would like to verify the evolution of the objective function defined in Eq.(5.3). The
evolution of the objective values averaged over all samples in the test set is plotted in
Figure 5.9. As seen, the objective is monotonically decreased by optimizing β and
α alternately. Moreover, the objective value decreases significantly in the first few
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iterations and quickly becomes convergent. This result experimentally demonstrates
that the proposed optimization method can be effectively and efficiently solved.
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Figure 5.9: Evolution of the objective function with respect to the number of iterations.

5.5

Conclusion

Recently, sparse inverse covariance estimation (SICE) has been widely employed to
model brain connectivity networks and naturally leads to a set of connectivity networks with different sparsity for each subject. To explore the complementary information
in the set of networks, this thesis proposes a learning framework that integrates brain
networks and respects the underlying manifold structure of the SPD-based network representations. The proposed framework conducts a subject-adaptive integration via a kernel sparse learning scheme, and the obtained integrated network representation can be
projected back in the original space for medical-related exploration. The effectiveness
of the proposed method is verified on both ADHD and ADNI data sets. The experimental results demonstrate that the proposed integration method considerably outperforms
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a single network based methods and other commonly used integration methods.
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Chapter 6
Beyond Covariance Representation:
Kernel Matrices
As introduced in previous chapters, covariance matrix has recently received increasing
attention in computer vision by leveraging Riemannian geometry of symmetric positivedefinite (SPD) matrices. Originally proposed as a region descriptor, it has now been
used as a generic representation in various recognition tasks. However, covariance matrix has shortcomings such as being prone to singularity, being incapable of modeling
nonlinear relationship, and lack of flexibility. This chapter argues that more appropriate SPD-matrix-based representations shall be explored to achieve better recognition. It
proposes an open framework to use the kernel matrix over feature dimensions as a generic representation and discusses its properties and advantages. The proposed framework
significantly elevates covariance representation to the unlimited opportunities provided
by this new representation. Experimental study shows that this representation consistently outperforms its covariance counterpart on various visual recognition tasks. In
particular, it achieves significant improvement on skeleton-based human action recognition, demonstrating the state-of-the-art performance over both the covariance and the
existing non-covariance representations.
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6.1

Motivation

The applications of covariance matrix to visual recognition can be categorized into two
classes:
i) As a region descriptor. This dominates the initial applications. The superiority
of region covariance descriptor is firstly shown on object detection and texture classification [93] and then on object tracking [70]. It is further applied to pedestrian detection [94], face recognition [67], and shape retrieval [90]. Two characteristics can be
observed on these applications: 1) fast computation of region covariance descriptors
is highly essential, especially for the tasks like object detection and tracking; 2) the
dimensions of covariance matrix are usually low (e.g., 5 × 5 or 8 × 8).
ii) As a general representation. This has recently been seen in an increasing number
of tasks. For human action recognition, a representation Cov3DJ is proposed to model a
sequence of skeletal joint motions over time [38, 32]. In image set classification [108],
a feature vector is extracted from every image in a given set and its covariance matrix
is then computed to represent this image set. A similar case is observed in gesture
recognition, where the covariance matrix of frame-based features is used to represent a
video sequence. Two new characteristics have been observed.
1) The wider range of applications poses a challenge on covariance matrix with respect to its effectiveness as a generic representation. The requirement on extensively
modeling sophisticated feature relationships becomes evident. As a result, new SPDmatrix-based representations with more expressive power are highly desired.
2) Features are not pixel-based anymore and often have higher dimensions. In an action
recognition data set in the experiment, the dimensions are as high as 120, while the
number of feature vectors per action instance only ranges from 40 to 500, far from
being enough to estimate a reliable covariance matrix. A worse case is in image set
classification. The dimensions could be as high as 400 (when reshaping a 20 × 20 object
image), while there are only 41 images in a set [108]. This not only results in unreliable
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estimate but also incurs the singularity of covariance matrix.
To address these issues, we propose to use kernel matrix as a generic feature representation. Each of its entries evaluates a kernel function between a pair of feature
dimensions (rather than between a pair of samples, as we usually do in kernel methods).
As will be shown, for a large set of kernel functions, the kernel matrix is guaranteed
to be nonsingular, even if samples are scarce, which ensures Riemannian metrics to be
readily applicable. More importantly, different kernel functions could model different nonlinear feature relationships, making the kernel matrix based representation very
flexible in different applications.
The following of this chapter firstly introduces the proposed kernel matrix representation and elaborates its properties and advantages. Following that, the computational
issues are discussed. At last, the performance of the proposed representation is verified on skeleton-based human action recognition, image set classification, and object
recognition.

6.2

Proposed Method

To keep brevity, we use “covariance representation” and “kernel representation” as the
short names of covariance matrix based and kernel matrix based representations.

6.2.1

Issues of covariance representation

Under the above new characteristics, covariance matrix as generic feature presentation
has the following drawbacks.
Let x (x ∈ Rd ) be a d-dimensional feature vector, Dd×n = [x1 , · · · , xn ] denote
a data matrix, and C be the corresponding sample-based covariance matrix. Firstly,
covariance matrix only describes linear correlation of features. Let fi> (i = 1, · · · , d)
be the ith row of D, standing for the realization of the ith feature. After centering, it can
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be written as f̄i = fi − µi 1, where µi is the sample mean while 1 is a column vector of
“1”s. It is trivial to show that the (i, j)th entry of covariance matrix C is

cij =

f̄
f̄
√ i ,√ j
n−1 n−1


,

(6.1)

where h·, ·i denotes an inner product. In other words, covariance matrix essentially implements a linear kernel function over scaled f̄i and f̄j . When fast computation of a
region descriptor is necessary, such linearity brings conceptual simplicity and computational efficiency. Nevertheless, from the perspective of generic representation, modeling
only linear relationship significantly constrains its expressive power and in turn affects
recognition performance. For example, for action recognition, it is certainly not sufficient to only consider the linear correlation of skeleton joints to model and differentiate
various action patterns [91].
Secondly, the rank of covariance matrix obeys rank(C) ≤ min(d, n − 1). When
C is used as a region descriptor, the number of feature vectors extracted from an image
region, n, is usually much larger than the dimensions, d. This ensures C to be nonsingular and allows it to be reliably estimated. However, this situation has changed in recent
applications, and singularity could occur. In that case, in order to utilize Riemannian
metrics, a small scaled identity matrix has to be appended [108].

6.2.2

Kernel matrix as feature representation

We propose to use a kernel matrix, M, as a generic feature representation. The (i, j)th
entry of M is defined as
kij = hφ(fi ), φ(fj )i = κ(fi , fj ),
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(6.2)

where φ(·) is an implicit nonlinear mapping and κ(·, ·) is the induced kernel function.
√
Covariance matrix corresponds to a special case in which φ(fi ) = (fi − µi 1)/ n − 1.
Note that the mapping φ(·) is applied to each feature fi , rather than to each sample xi
as usually seen in kernel-based learning methods. The most significant advantage of
using M lies at that with it, we can have much more flexibility to efficiently model the
nonlinear relationship among features.
i) For example, we can evaluate the similarity of feature distributions, by applying
the Bhattacharyya kernel [46]
Z p
q
κ(fi , fj ) =
pi (z) pj (z)dz,

(6.3)

where pi (z) and pj (z) denote two univariate distributions estimated from fi and fj .
When the two distributions are assumed to be Gaussian, denoted by N (µi , σi ) and
N (µj , σj ), this kernel has a closed form as
s
κ(fi , fj ) =



2σi σj
1 (µi − µj )2
exp −
.
σi2 + σj2
4 σi2 + σj2

(6.4)

ii) We can also model the interaction among samples with respect to a feature. Recall
that fj is a column vector (x1j , x2j , · · · , xnj )> , where xij is the j th feature of the ith
sample, xi . All the p-order “interaction” of samples can be exhaustively generated by
mapping fj (or f̄j ) as follows
(s
φ(fj ) =

where

Pn

i=1 ri

)

p!
xr1 xr2 · · · xrnjn , ∀r1 , · · · , rn ;
r1 !r2 ! · · · rn ! 1j 2j

(6.5)

= p and ri ≥ 0. Introducing these features could be beneficial. For

example, for skeleton-based action recognition, they consider all the p-order interactions
of a given feature over the n frames of an action instance. This mapping induces a
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simple homogeneous polynomial kernel κ(fi , fj ) = hφ(fi ), φ(fj )i = (hfi , fj i)p , where
p is the degree of this kernel [7]. Therefore, with the proposed kernel representation,
the relationship between a pair of high-order sample interactions can be conveniently
evaluated.
iii) In practice, applying a kernel representation could be even easier, when we do
not know beforehand (or are not particularly interested in) what kind of nonlinear relationship shall be modeled. In this case, any general-purpose kernel, such as the Gaussian
RBF kernel κ(fi , fj ) = exp(−βkfi −fj k2 ), can be employed. Also, once it becomes necessary, users are free to design new, specific kernels to serve their goals. Such flexibility
is clearly an advantage brought by using a kernel matrix as feature representation.
In relation to the singularity issue, kernel matrix is also a better choice than covariance matrix. When d ≥ n is true, covariance matrix is bound to be singular. In contrast,
the situation is more favorable for kernel matrix. A direct application of Micchelli’s
Theorem (1986) [34] gives the following result for our case.
Theorem 1. Let f1 , f2 , · · · , fd be a set of different n-dimensional vectors. The matrix
Md×d computed with a RBF kernel κ(fi , fj ) = exp(−βkfi − fj k2 ) is guaranteed to be
nonsingular, no matter what values d and n are.
According to Micchelli’s Theorem, the inverse multiquadric kernel κ(fi , fj ) = (kfi −
fj k2 + β 2 )−1/2 also satisfies the above theorem. Actually, as pointed out in [18], in
addition to these two kernels, there are a large set of various kernels holding this nice
property, including radial kernels, translation invariant kernels, multiscale kernels, power series kernels, etc. The presence of these kernels provides us great freedom to choose
the most appropriate one for a kernel representation. Lastly, in case we cannot be sure
about the nonsingularity for a kernel matrix, we can always analyze it with the definition of positive definiteness and/or append a regularizer to this matrix as a preemptive
measure.
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6.2.3

Computational issues

Without loss of generality, we use the commonly used RBF kernel as an example. Given n d-dimensional vectors, x1 , · · · , xn , computing all the entries kfi − fj k2 (i, j =
1, · · · , d) has the complexity of O(nd2 ), same as computing a covariance matrix. Certainly, RBF kernel has an exp(·) operation and needs a bit more time. In addition,
although the case of region descriptor is not our focus, we show that the proposed kernel representation could still be quickly computed via integral images. Noting that
kfi − fj k2 = fi> fi − 2fi> fj + fj> fj , we can precompute d2 integral images for the inner
product of any two feature dimensions. It then becomes trivial to compute kfi − fj k2 for
any rectangular regions by following [93]. This result is also valid for the polynomial
kernel which computes fi> fj .
Generally, the availability of more samples makes kernel evaluation more reliable.
Take the Bhattacharyya kernel (Eq (6.3)) as an example. More samples make the estimates µ and σ converge towards their true values. This in turn helps the kernel evaluation to converge towards its true value. Certainly, in practice we are constrained by
the number of available training samples. Also, recall that the proposed kernel matrix
has a fixed size (d × d), independent of the number of samples (n) in a set. Due to this,
the kernel-based representations obtained from two different-sized sets can be directly
compared. At the same time, considering that n affects the lengths of fi and fj , we scale
them accordingly to reduce the impact of n. For example, we divide kfi − fj k by the
average pairwise Euclidean distance over a training set, when the RBF kernel is used.

6.3

Experimental Result

The proposed kernel representation (Ker-RP in short) is compared with covariance representation (Cov-RP) on three types of recognition tasks. The first two are human action recognition and image set classification, which use covariance as generic feature
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representation. The third one includes the tasks of face, texture, and object recognition
traditionally used when covariance acts as a region descriptor.
All the three kernels in Section 6.2.2 are involved. In specific, the representations
generated by the Gaussian radial basis function kernel (RBF in short) and the polynomial kernel (POL) are compared with covariance representation to verify their advantages.
The representation generated by the Bhattacharyya kernel (BHA) will be combined with
covariance representation to demonstrate the benefit of combining two complementary
representations.
A nonlinear SVM classifier is used in all experiments. The log-Euclidean kernel, a
commonly used kernel function on SPD matrices1 , is employed for the SVM. To ensure
fair comparison, all algorithmic parameters, including the regularization parameter in
SVM, β in the log-Euclidean kernel, and the parameters in the RBF and POL kernels
are tuned by multi-fold cross-validation on the training set only.

6.3.1

Result on human action recognition

Four benchmark data sets are used, including MSR-Action3D, MSR-DailyActivity3D,
MSRC-12, and HDM05. For all of them, we only use the skeleton data while the other
data (e.g., depth maps or RGB videos) are not included. The data set information is in
Table 6.1.
Table 6.1: Feature dimensions of four action recognition data sets.
Data set
MSR-Action3D
MSR-DailyActivity3D
MSRC-12
HDM05

#Dim.
(d)
120
120
60
93

#frames
per instance (n)
40 ∼ 60
125 ∼ 500
50 ∼ 300
30 ∼ 700

Features
Velocity
Velocity
Coordinates
Coordinates


The log-Euclidean kernel function is defined as k(X, Y) = exp −βk log(X) − log(Y)k2F , where
X and Y are two SPD matrices and log(·) denotes the matrix logarithm.
1
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For MSR-Action3D and MSR-DailyActivity3D, we use velocity as the frame features [120] by calculating the coordinate differences of 3D skeleton joints between a
frame and its two (before and after) neighboring frames. Each frame feature vector has
120 (2 × 3 × 20 joints) dimensions. For MSRC-12 and HDM05, the 3D coordinates of
each joint are used as the frame features. As seen in Table 6.1, for each data set, the
number of frames per instance, n, could be smaller than (d + 1), which causes singularity when computing a covariance matrix. In this case, we append a small regularizer λI
(e.g., λ = 10−7 ) to the matrix as in the literature [108].
To facilitate comparison with the state-of-the-art methods, the training and test sets
of these data sets are partitioned by following the literature. For MSR-Action3D, MSRDailyActivity3D and MSRC-12, the cross-subject test setting [53] is used, in which the
odd-indexed subjects are used for training and the even-indexed ones are for test. For
HDM05, we used the instances of two subjects for training and those from the remaining
three subjects for test [30].
Result on MSR-Action3D data set
MSR-Action3D contains 20 actions performed by ten subjects. Each action is done
two or three times by each subject. The number of frames in each action instance is
40 ∼ 60, which is smaller than the feature dimensions, 120. The classification accuracy
is compared in Table 6.2.
The upper portion of this table quotes the state-of-the-art results in the last two years,
while the lower portion lists the results of the methods implemented by this work. CovRP is the method using covariance representation. Cov-JH -SVM is the method in [32]
which uses an infinite-dimensional covariance matrix in a kernel-induced feature space
as representation. Ker-RP-POL and Ker-RP-RBF are the proposed methods, in which
polynomial and RBF kernels are used to compute the kernel representation. As seen,
Cov-RP performs poorly when compared with the quoted state-of-the-art methods. Its
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performance is probably affected by the insufficient number of frames for covariance
matrix estimation. Cov-JH -SVM well improves over Cov-RP. However, it is still inferior to the quoted state-of-the-art ones. In contrast, the proposed methods significantly
outperform Cov-RP, obtaining an improvement over 20 percentage points. Also, both
methods outperform Cov-JH -SVM by a large margin, and even win these state-of-theart methods which use complex feature representation (e.g., sparse coding [117]) or
multiple forms of data such as depth maps and skeleton [124]. This result is significant
and encouraging, indicating the efficacy of the kernel representation. With it, classification accuracy on this action data set is boosted from 94.3% [124] further to 96.9%.
Table 6.2: Comparison on MSR-Action3D data set.
Methods in comparison
Pose Set [104]
Hierarchy of Cov3DJs [38]
Moving Pose [120]
Lie Group [102]
SNV [117]
Spatiotemp. Features Fusing [124]
Cov-RP [93]
Cov-JH -SVM [32]
Ker-RP-POL (proposed)
Ker-RP-RBF (proposed)

Accuracy
90.0
90.5
91.7
92.5
93.1
94.3
74.0
80.4
96.2
96.9

Result on MSR-DailyActivity3D data set
MSR-DailyActivity3D is a challenging data set, because the extracted skeletons are
noisy and most activities involve human-object interactions such as drink, eat, read
book, etc. Table 6.3 shows the comparison result. As previous, some state-of-the-art
results are quoted in the upper portion, followed by the results of the methods implemented by this work. On this data set, Cov-RP becomes better and close to the stateof-the-art ones. However, Cov-JH -SVM does not improve over Cov-RP but shows a
degraded performance. The two proposed methods once again demonstrate significant
improvement over all the other methods. In specific, Ker-RP-POL yields the highest
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accuracy 96.9%. It wins the best state-of-the-art method (SNV [117]) by more than
ten percentage points. Ker-RP-RBF also achieves an excellent result of 96.3%, close
to Ker-RP-POL and outperforms the other ones by a large margin. Note that in these
state-of-the-art methods, depth map is used to extract features in [64, 117], and local
occupancy patterns are used in [105] to process human-object interaction cases. We
compute the kernel representation using the skeleton data only. In addition, for this data
set, the number of frames in each action instance is generally larger than the feature dimensions, making covariance estimation free of the singularity issue. Nevertheless, the
result shows that the proposed kernel representation still has an advantage over covariance representation in this case. We attribute this advantage to its capability in modeling
nonlinear feature relationship.
Table 6.3: Comparison on MSR-DailyActivity3D data set.
Methods in comparison
Moving Pose [120]
Local HON4D [64]
Actionlet Ensemble [105]
SNV [117]
Cov-RP [93]
Cov-JH -SVM [32]
Ker-RP-POL (proposed)
Ker-RP-RBF (proposed)

Accuracy
73.8
80.0
86.0
86.3
85.0
75.0
96.9
96.3

Result on HDM05 data set
HDM05 consists of around 1500 instances from over 100 motion classes. Most classes
have 10 to 50 realizations of five actors named “bd”, “bk”, “dg”, “mm” and “tr”. We
use two subjects “bd” and “mm” for training and the remaining three for test [30]. To
compare with the literature, we conduct two experiments. Firstly, we use 14 classes2
of this data set, and the result is in the left column of Table 6.4. Cov-RP shows quite
2

They are ‘clap above head’, ‘deposit floor’, ‘elbow to knee’, ‘grab high’, ‘hop both legs’, ‘jog’, ‘kick
forward’, ‘lie down floor’, ‘rotate both arms backward’, ‘sit down chair’, ‘sneak’, ‘squat’, ‘stand up lie’
and ‘throw basketball’.
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competitive performance and outperforms the quoted methods. However, Cov-JH -SVM
shows a degraded performance again. Ker-RP-RBF and Ker-RP-POL are still significantly better than Cov-RP, Cov-JH -SVM, and the other methods. The highest classification accuracy 96.8% is obtained by Ker-RP-RBF. Note that all the quoted methods
use covariance-based representation, but sparse coding or dimensionality reduction is
additionally applied to improve the performance. To further verify their effectiveness,
we conduct comparison on all the classes. As shown in the right column of Table 6.4,
although the significant increase on the number of action classes reduces the overall
classification accuracy, the proposed methods still outperform the other ones in comparison.
Table 6.4: Comparison on HDM05 data set (Two experiments).
14 classes
All classes
Methods in comparison
Accuracy
Accuracy
CDL [108]
79.8
Not reported
RSR [31]
76.1
Not reported
RSR-ML [30]
81.9
40.0
Cov-RP [93]
91.5
58.9
Cov-JH -SVM [32]
82.5
Ker-RP-POL (proposed)
93.6
64.3
Ker-RP-RBF (proposed)
96.8
66.2
?The result of Cov-JH -SVM [32] is not obtained in 35 hours.

Result on MSRC-12 data set
MSRC-12 is a large data set, containing the performance of 12 gestures by 30 subjects. As shown in Table 6.5, Ker-RP-RBF again obtains the best classification result,
outperforming Cov-RP and the other methods including Cov-JH -SVM. Ker-RP-POL’s
performance is a bit lower than that of Ker-RP-RBF. This may indicate that the RBF kernel fits better the action data in this data set. Nevertheless, Ker-RP-POL is still higher
than Cov-RP and Cov-JH -SVM. Note that the method in [38] uses a hierarchy of multiple covariance matrices to capture the temporal order of motion. For each instance, the
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covariance matrix at the top level is computed over the whole sequence, while those at
the lower levels are computed over a series of sub-sequences in order. We believe that
our methods can be further improved if working in that manner.
Table 6.5: Comparison on MSRC-12 data set.
Methods in comparison
Hierarchy of Cov3DJs [38]
Cov-RP [93]
Cov-JH -SVM [32]
Ker-RP-POL (proposed)
Ker-RP-RBF (proposed)

6.3.2

Accuracy
91.7
89.2
89.2
90.5
92.3

Result on image set classification

An image set is a collection of images belonging to the same class but with variation,
for example, images of the same object under different views. It is the image set, rather
than an individual image, that will be classified. Covariance matrix has been used to
model an image set [108]. Now we compare it with the proposed kernel representation.
Three data sets used by [108] are tested, including ETH80, CMU MoBo, and YouTube
Celebrities. ETH80 has eight categories, with ten objects per category. For each object,
there are 41 images showing different views. CMU MoBo has 96 video sequences of
24 subjects. YouTube Celebrities consists of 1910 video clips from 47 subjects. These
data sets are preprocessed by [108] as follows. For YouTube and CMU MoBo, face
images of each subject are collected by face detectors and resized to 20 × 20 pixels.
Pixel intensities are used as features, leading to a 400-dimensional vector per image.
The object images in ETH80 are also resized to 20 × 20 and pixel intensities are used
as features. These data sets are downloaded from [108].
Training and test sets are created as follows. For CMU MoBo, all face images detected from the same video sequence form an image set. One image set is randomly
selected from each subject for training, and the remaining image sets are for test. For
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YouTube, three image sets are randomly chosen from each subject for training, and another six sets are randomly chosen for test. In ETH80, the ten objects in a category are
randomly halved into training and test sets. For each object, the 41 images of different views form an image set. The kernel- and covariance-representations are used to
represent each image set. In total, 100 training and test pairs are created for each data
set.
Following [108], we use Partial Least Squares (PLS) for classification and the code
is downloaded from that work3 . Table 6.6 reports the average results. Ker-RP-RBF
achieves the best classification performance on ETH80, outperforming Cov-RP by 3.2
percentage points and Cov-JH -SVM by 3.5 percentage points. On CMU MoBo, it still
significantly improves over Cov-RP and is comparable to Cov-JH -SVM. On YouTube,
Ker-RP-RBF performs slightly worse than Cov-RP by 0.8 percentage point but clearly
outperforms Cov-JH -SVM. Also, Ker-RP-POL performs better than Cov-RP on ETH80
by 2.1 percentage points, while worse on the other two data sets. This result reflects
the importance of choosing an appropriate kernel function for the kernel representation.
Also, compared with all the other methods, the RBF-kernel representation shows overall
best classification performance over the three data sets.
Table 6.6: Comparison on three image set classification data sets.
Methods
Cov-RP (CDL [108])
Cov-JH -SVM [32]
Ker-RP-POL (proposed)
Ker-RP-RBF (proposed)

ETH80
92.7
92.4
94.8
95.9

3

CMU
MoBo
83.9
88.9
75.3
88.4

YouTube
61.2
54.4
57.3
60.4

The work [108] also investigates Linear Discriminant Analysis. However, PLS always outperforms
LDA as shown in that work.
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6.3.3

Result on object classification

We further investigate the effectiveness of the proposed kernel representation on the
tasks traditionally applied with covariance matrix as a region descriptor. For them, the
feature dimensions are usually lower and a larger number of feature vectors are available
for covariance estimation. We use three data sets, including Brodatz for texture classification, FERET for face recognition, and ETH80 for object categorization. Brodatz
contains 112 textured images. Following the literature [31], each image is partitioned
into 64 non-overlapping sub-images. All sub-images from the same image form one
texture class, and these sub-images are classified. For FERET, we use the “b” subset
of 198 subjects. Each has 10 images with various poses and illumination conditions.
ETH80 was used for image set classification in Section 6.3.2, but here each image is
considered as a training or test sample and classified.
For all three data sets, every image/sub-image is scaled to a uniform size of 64 × 64
and a 43-dimensional feature vector is extracted at each pixel, including its intensity,
x and y coordinates, and a set of Gabor features (8 orientations and 5 scales). For
each experiment, we randomly halve the data set into training and test subsets. This is
repeated 20 times to obtain average classification performance. As seen in Table 6.7,
Ker-RP-RBF again outperforms Cov-RP, by 3.7 and 4.4 percentage points on Brodatz
and FERET. This indicates the effectiveness of the proposed kernel representation even
when it acts as a region descriptor. Note that Cov-JH -SVM is not included because it
becomes time-consuming when the number of feature vectors, n, is large. As reported
in Table 6.8, we cannot obtain its result even after 35 hours.
In addition, since the number of feature vectors (4096 per image) is now adequately
larger than feature dimensions (43), we can compare the sensitivity of the two representations against the number of feature vectors. Brodatz data set and the RBF kernel
are used. In Figure 6.1, the x-axis is the ratio of the number of feature vectors used to
compute the kernel- or covariance-representations. The y-axis is the classification accu131

racy corresponding to the resulting representation. As shown, Ker-RP-RBF consistently
outperforms Cov-RP, although both of them degrade with the decreasing ratio. In particular, the margin between them becomes even larger when the ratio is lower than 1/75
(about 55 feature vectors), indicating the more significant advantage of Ker-RP-RBF
when feature vectors are scarce. This suggests that modeling nonlinear feature relationship enhances the expressive power of SPD-matrix-based representation and benefits
classification, especially in the case of a small number of feature vectors available.
Table 6.7: Comparison on object classification data sets.
Brodatz FERET ETH80
Methods
(texture)
(face)
(object)
Cov-RP [93]
81.2
81.0
94.0
Ker-RP-POL (proposed)
77.9
82.4
93.8
Ker-RP-RBF (proposed)
84.9
85.4
94.8
?The result of Cov-JH -SVM [32] is not obtained in 35 hours.

Average Classification Accuracy

0.9

0.85

0.8

0.75

0.7
Ker−RP−RBF (Proposed)
Cov−RP

0.65

1/1
1/20
1/50
1/75
1/85
Ratio of the number of used feature vectors to the total

Figure 6.1: Comparison of the sensitivity (in terms of classification accuracy) of the
kernel- and covariance-representation with respect to the number of feature vectors used
to compute them.
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6.3.4

Computation time

Table 6.8 compares the computation time of Cov-RP, Cov-JH -SVM, and Ker-RP-RBF
on all the data sets. A desktop computer with 3.6 GHz CPU and 32GB memory is
used. Recall that Cov-JH -SVM does not have an explicit representation. To make fair
comparison, we compare the time for computing the whole kernel matrix G for a pair
of training and test sets, which is needed by SVM classification. The value in brackets
shows the time for computing the covariance or kernel representation. As seen, our
kernel representation only slightly increases computation time (e.g., from 0.1 to 0.2
second), which is insignificant compared to the total time for computing G. However,
Cov-JH -SVM incurs much higher computational load, except on ETH80 which has a
small number of samples, 41. In addition, on four data sets, we cannot obtain the matrix
G by Cov-JH -SVM for a single pair of training and test sets even after 35 hours (and
therefore the respective classification performance is not provided). This shows the
computational efficiency of our kernel representation.
Table 6.8: Comparison of the time for computing the whole kernel matrix G used for
SVM classifier training and test. The value in brackets is the time used to compute the
covariance or the proposed kernel representation. (Unit: second)
Data set
MSR-A-3D
MSR-DA-3D
MSRC-12
HDM05(14)
HDM05
ETH80
CMU MoBo
YouTube
Brodatz
FERET
ETH80

Cov-RP

Cov-JH -SVM [32]

61.4 (0.1)
20.6 (0.2)
1.3×103 (0.6)
11.4 (0.1)
884.6 (0.9)
28.0 (0.1)
21.6 (0.2)
549 .0 (0.7)
1.4×103 (6.5)
109.6 (1.8)
299.8 (2.9)

349
6.4×103
3.3×104
1.8×103
> 35 hours
6.5
74.0
898
> 35 hours
> 35 hours
> 35 hours
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Ker-RP-RBF
(Proposed)
65.9 (0.2)
22.5 (0.3)
1.3×103 (1.2)
15.6 (0.2)
1037(1.6)
27.9 (0.2)
20.4 (0.3)
546.9 (1.3)
1.4×103 (22.1)
110.7 (5.5)
302.3 (9.1)

6.4

Conclusion

To address the new issues encountered by covariance representation, we propose to use
kernel matrix as a generic feature representation. This new representation models more
sophisticated feature relationship, is more robust against sample scarcity, and maintains
computational efficiency. The significant improvement achieved by this representation
is verified on a variety of tasks.
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Chapter 7
Discussion
7.1

Contribution Summary

The main contribution of this thesis is developing advanced learning methods for covariance representations from several perspectives. Firstly, this thesis provides a novel
perspective to learn a data-driven kernel function for covariance descriptors. It integrates class label information into the Stein kernel to adjust input covariance matrices
to enhance its discriminative capability. As far as we know, we are the first to learn
kernel functions through eigenvalue adjustment. This brings insight into the connection
between eigenvalues and similarity measures of covariance descriptors. This novel perspective could probably inspire other researchers to develop advanced similarity measures for SPD matrices. From this work, we realize that two aspects play an important
role in discovery of better kernels for SPD matrices: 1) A good distance measure should
effectively take the underlying structure of data into account. As a specially designed
distance measure, the (square-rooted) S-Divergence we used in this work well respects
the Riemannian manifold where SPD matrices reside. 2) The class information should
be effectively integrated into kernel functions to improve its quality in further. In this
work, we achieve this by utilizing the class information to adjust the eigenvalues to
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make Stein kernel better align with specific classification tasks.
Secondly, this thesis proposes a kernel-PCA based method to extract compact features from SICE matrices. The proposed method jointly considers the SPD geometry of
SICE matrices and data distribution. When applied to functional brain network analysis,
the features extracted by this method obtain higher classification accuracy in comparison with state-of-the-art methods. Furthermore, this thesis proposes to integrate multiple SICE matrices generated for the same subject to improve classification accuracy.
Multiple SICE matrices at different sparsity levels present complementary information
which has not been sufficiently explored in the literature previously. This thesis demonstrates that such information is useful and could be integrated to boost the classification
accuracy. This work verifies that fully utilizing the information contained in the data is
critical to achieve the state-of-the-art performance.
Besides, this thesis moves beyond covariance representation and significantly extends the SPD representations in visual recognition tasks from fixed covariance descriptor to general kernel matrices. This not only resolves the high dimensionality and small
sample problems encountered by covariance representation, but can also take advantage
of the capability of kernel matrix in modeling nonlinear relationship among features.
This novel representation also expands our understanding of kernels. Kernels are previously often used to perform tasks such as statistical classification, regression analysis,
and cluster analysis on data in an implicit space, however, this thesis shows that they can
also be used as feature representations. This work well demonstrates that understanding
the essence of the existing methods is a critical step to improve them.

7.2

Future Work

Research in this thesis can be extended in various ways in future. In terms of similarity
measure for SPD matrices, we improve Stein kernel using supervised learning through
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eigenvalue adjustment. On the one hand, the idea of adjusting eigenvalues could be used
to improve other kernels. On the other hand, the proposed approach shall be extendable
to the unsupervised case, which can be applied to better cluster the data represented
by covariance descriptors. In that situation, how to incorporate cluster information to
improve SPD kernels will also be an interesting topic to explore.
For the application of SPD matrices in medical image analysis, the future work could
explore two directions. The first direction is to apply the proposed methods to analyze
other brain diseases and the second direction is to explore a nonlinear integration of a
set of networks.
Regarding the kernel matrix representation, the future work could gain more insight
on the learned representations, for example, by visualizing them, and analyze the sensitivity of this representation to the number of samples in depth. Also, with the verified
performance, several research issues on this new representation are worth exploring,
including automatically choosing and designing appropriate kernels, its unsupervised
learning methods, and the applications to more visual tasks. Another issue worth investigation is the combination between kernel representations and Convolutional Neural
Networks (CNNs). The powerfulness of CNNs has recently been widely recognized.
It incorporates feature extraction, feature representation, label prediction into a unified
framework. Especially, CNNs have been considered as the state-of-the-art feature extraction approach. Our proposed kernel representation is evaluated using hand-crafted
features. It can be expected that applying kernel representation to CNN features could
generate more promising performance. Moreover, it is even possible to embed kernel representations into the training procedure of CNNs. For example, in image set
classification tasks, multiple images should be jointly considered to do classification.
Nevertheless, CNNs are mainly designed for single-image based classification. It could
be promising to incorporate kernel representation as an add-in layer to fuse the features
from multiple images in the same set. In doing so, the advantages of kernel representa-
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tions and CNNs can be inherently combined to improve the classification performance.
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